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Abstract
Despite access to well-grounded methodologies and advanced simulation technologies,
some manufacturing firms are having difficulty improving their product development
processes. I report the results from a case study of one such firm and use the system
dynamics methodology to develop a theory of what causes low quality in product
development. At the theory's core, defects in designs create mismatches between parts as
manufactured and the blueprints or "prints" on file in design engineering, which, in turn,
create more defects. I develop a formal mathematical model to test the theory. Results
show that the theory can explain high defect-creation and late defect-discovery observed in
product development, suggesting that a methodology for operations and advanced design-
testing technologies may be insufficient to meet improvement goals. Model runs further
illustrate the system's counterintuitive behavior and provide insights into policies that will
drive improvement.
Thesis supervisor: Nelson P. Repenning
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Introduction
Process Improvement in Product Development
How can manufacturing industries improve? How can they create less pollution, operate
more safely, and make high-quality products that satisfy customers and ensure a healthy
economy?
One can target the ways that an organization manufactures products -- for example, the
machines, the work schedules, the accident-response procedures, and the materials
recycling plans. However, an alternative approach is to focus upstream in the process on
how the organization designs products in the first place. Locking the firm into high-
quality designs could prevent the need for reactive measures downstream in the
manufacturing area. Such a design-focused approach would target the "product
development" function of a manufacturing firm. This paper will focus on strategies for
improving product development and, thus, help drive improvement in manufacturing
industries.
Guidance from the Literature
Total quality management (TQM), which focuses on shifting efforts from defect correction
to defect prevention, can be an effective tool for driving quality improvement in many
manufacturing settings (Deming 1986, Easton and Jarrell 1995, Shiba et al. 1993). The
U.S. General Accounting Office found that quality improved substantially in twenty
finalists from the first two years of a major quality award competition (GAO 1991).
The TQM literature suggests that product development should focus on preventing defects
(a defect is a flaw in a design that could cause quality, safety, cost, or environmental
problems). Adler (1995) recommends employing "coordination mechanisms" to improve
the interface between design and manufacturing. Such mechanisms ensure that, as early
and accurately as possible, designers know how their designs will be manufactured. For
example, a design engineer creating a new mechanical steel part will know the size and
shape of any adjacent or "mating" parts, how well the new part is likely to fit with these
parts, how accurately a stamping machine can cut the part (e.g., whether or not the range of
a part's width be several tenths of an inch or several thousandths of an inch) and how easy
the part will assemble with other parts.
Particular coordination mechanisms or policies, which overlap extensively, include:
* Concurrent Engineering. Design engineers and manufacturing people collaborate
before the completion of the design (Carter and Baker 1992, Clark and Fujimoto
1991, Nevins and Whitney 1989).
* Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM). High-
technology computer models of parts simulate manufacturing and performance
testing to prevent defect creation (Bedworth et al. 1991, Engelke 1987, Hawkes
1988).
* Design for Manufacturability (DFM). Design engineers emphasize whether a design
can be produced efficiently, effectively, and safely as a design consideration (Ulrich
and Eppinger 1994, Whitney 1988, Dean and Susman 1989).
In summary, the literature recommends that product development engineers use information
about how designs will be manufactured to avoid creating defects early in the product
development cycle. Thus, the leading thinkers and practitioners in the area have articulated
a vision of how product development should work, and, in particular, the new technologies
it will employ.
However, many firms have struggled to successfully apply TQM to product development
(Thomas and Napolitan 1994, Jessen 1992). The lack of success is puzzling. The vision
is laid out; it seems that a company could just purchase CAD/CAM hardware and software,
hire a consultant in concurrent engineering, run the training sessions and thus improve
product development. So, why isn't it working?
To understand the barriers to improving product development, I studied the experiences of
one company confronting this challenge and used the insights gained to develop a theory
that addresses the problem outlined above.
Research Method
Professor Nelson Repenning and I studied a manufacturing company, fictionalized as
"LaunchTech." LaunchTech manufactures a mechanical product with a high premium on
both functional and cosmetic quality. Two characteristics of the company are particularly
important to this thesis. First, the company makes annual changes to the product, i.e.,
every "model year" has new features. Secondly, the company begins manufacturing the
new model year at "launch," which occurs in the same month of every year.
The research was conducted by telephone and through more than 13 trips to the company's
headquarters and two manufacturing plants. We interviewed 36 different individuals from
various areas of the organization, including Engineering Management (4 people), Design
Engineering (3), Assembly Plant Resident Engineering (1), Manufacturing Management
(5), Manufacturing Supervisors (3), Manufacturing Engineering (8), Manufacturing
Operators (5), Project Management (1), Quality/Warranty/Customer Service (5), and
Purchasing (1).
We collected data primarily via interviews, which we performed in a semi-structured
fashion. Subjects were asked a number of standard questions. Given the nature of the
research, the interviewees were not forced to stay with the standard questions. If the
interviewers felt that they were pursuing a profitable avenue, the interviewee was allowed
to continue in that direction. A secondary data collection method consisted of attending
meetings. Notes were taken at each interview or meeting, and most interviews and many
meetings were recorded. The recorded interviews and meetings were transcribed from
notes and tapes, and quotes were taken from the transcripts. Several individuals were
subsequently contacted to clarify issues and elaborate on particular points. Quantitative
data were obtained from the company.
Case Study - Product Development at LaunchTech
The following case study briefly explains how LaunchTech has traditionally developed new
products, and what they have done to improve this process.
Sequential Product Development
Since its founding, product development (the overall process of developing a design, from
concept to design engineering to preparation for launch) at LaunchTech, like many other
manufacturing companies, used a "sequential engineering" or "over the wall" process,
meaning the design work and manufacturing work followed each other sequentially.
Design
Design engineering created new part designs for manufacture. To distinguish the
upcoming year's product from the current year's, design engineers primarily made
incremental changes to existing product designs -- for example, they would change existing
parts to a different shape, size, or color. Every year, approximately 10% of the designs in
production changed.
To produce high-quality designs, engineers needed two pieces of information. First, they
needed to know whether manufacturing would be able to produce their new designs. For
example, could the production processes bend metal to a certain curve, cut a part a specific
width, or assemble two parts reliably? Second, because most new parts would have to fit
with multiple existing parts, design engineers needed to know the shape and size of these
parts as actually manufactured.
Design engineers could get the information from the manufacturing area via personal
communication or printed documentation. LaunchTech was a small, informal business
where most people knew each other, so people across LaunchTech relied primarily on
personal communication. One manager explains,
Getting things done in this organization... is more relationships than systems. It
is knowing who to talk to and having some working rapport with those individuals
as opposed to saying that I could put in a work order and hand it to the supervisor,
and it will happen.
But in its sequential engineering process, the organization allocated limited time for
manufacturing and design people to collaborate early in the product development process,
so personal communication did not always deliver the required information about
manufacturing capabilities and processes to design engineering.
Thus design engineers often relied on the second source of information, printed
documentation. When designing a new version of an old part, an engineer would consult
the blueprint (or print) of the old part and the prints of all the connecting or "mating" parts
on file. Additionally, she could make actual parts and assemble them to check that they fit
properly, in a "mock-up build." However, due to processes explained later,
approximately 25% of the prints of parts on file in design engineering did not match the
actual parts as produced in manufacturing, which limited the engineer's ability to get
reliable information about manufacturing capabilities and processes.
More specifically, mismatches disrupted the effectiveness of design engineering in two
ways. First, design engineers sometimes designed parts that would fit with mating parts as
shown in the prints, but would not fit when actually produced. One manufacturing
engineer explains,
Design engineering will design a part to an existing drawing -- actually, we [in
manufacturing] are making that part not to an existing drawing but to a revised
drawing that design doesn't know about. They send the piece down [to
manufacturing], we make it, and it doesn't fit. Or it makes unwanted contact,
which causes cosmetic damage.
Secondly, mismatches reduced the ability of engineers to test the manufacturability of the
design with mock-up builds or computer simulation tools. One design engineer said,
We depend on [testing in manufacturing] to finalize designs. We don't trust the
database. The computer says it will fit, but we say, 'No, I want to see it fit on the
production line.'
Design engineers had imperfect knowledge about manufacturing capabilities and processes,
and had difficulty creating designs that were easy to manufacture reliably. The organization
would then rely on the manufacturing division to correct problems or "defects" with the
designs. One engineering manager said,
When the design was done, they'd run it to the manufacturing people. We never
actually thought about how it would be manufactured.
Manufacturing
If a completed design was difficult to manufacture reliably, then it was defective or had a
"defect." If a manufacturing engineer discovered the defect, usually he could request that a
design engineer change the design and fix the defect. Sometimes, however, the engineer
discovered the problem late in the product development process. When launch of the new
designs into production was approaching and there was not enough time for a thorough
design change, the manufacturing engineer would sometimes change the design of the part
so it could be manufactured reliably. By adjusting the product or process design, the
engineers would contain the imminent defect so that it did not cause quality problems.
However, containing a defect often added a permanent new step to the manufacturing
process. One engineer noted,
Often there are open issues at launch. Audit is asked to come up with a band-aid fix
for the line. Once the band-aid is in place, no one goes back to fix the issue. The
band-aid becomes the permanent fix and it should not be.
Examples of containing a defect included:
* Manufacturing a piece slightly smaller to ease assembly;
* Sanding or filing a part so that it mates properly with another part;
* Buffing or polishing a mark that a tool die puts on a part;
* Cutting a small metal block to fill a gap between two parts;
* Forcing a part on in assembly.
Over time, a culture developed around the ability to use one's metal-working experience to
creatively adjust designs. One manager explained that the company has ". .. always had a
reverence for tribal art -- hammer to form, file to fit, paint to match." Indeed, many
engineers prided themselves on their resourcefulness. Another manager said,
"Containment was fun. It was exciting to be able to say, 'The line is running today
because I figured out a way to solve that problem."'
Once someone in manufacturing adjusted designs for production, he did not always have
the time, processes, or incentives to record the changes in the prints. One manufacturing
engineer said, "We manipulate the hardware to meet needs for launch, but the
documentation is not always complete."
Containment might prevent a defect, but, without adequate documentation, might also
create a mismatch between a print and the part as manufactured.
Focus on Improvement in Product Development
Despite the problems outlined above, the sequential process was relatively effective at
producing designs for manufacturing. Indeed, in its first fifty years, LaunchTech built a
proud reputation as an innovator in new designs and popular products. Then in the '70s,
as the company increased capacity, product quality declined and sales fell. In the '80s,
LaunchTech's leaders applied Total Quality Management to manufacturing processes,
which improved quality and boosted profits dramatically.
By the late '80s, little improvement potential remained in the manufacturing area, and
quality leaders began to focus on other areas of the company. Additionally, earlier quality
improvement had driven revenue growth that sparked capacity expansion, and soon
LaunchTech needed to create innovative designs that could attract enough customers to buy
all the products their new plants would soon produce.
Thus, in the late '80s and early '90s, LaunchTech turned its improvement focus to product
development. Consistent with the Total Quality Management approach, which they had
successfully applied to manufacturing, LaunchTech's vision for product development
focused on preventing defects early in the design process. More specifically, the vision
included applying "concurrent engineering" and improving testing in design engineering.
Concurrent engineering
To shift product development from sequential engineering to concurrent engineering,
leaders at LaunchTech drafted a new "concurrent methodology." The methodology
encouraged design engineers and manufacturing people to collaborate before the completion
of the design and to meet certain deadlines in the process.
Improved design testing
The new process encouraged design engineers to discover defects early in the product
development cycle by testing designs more extensively. It included: (1) improving the
"mock-up builds," in which actual parts are made and assembled to check for proper fit,
and (2) using Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) to
simulate how parts fit together in manufacturing. One leader said,
To improve product delivery, using modeling and up-front simulation is the only
way to go. Every other way -- checking parts on the production line, for example
-- is too expensive. The only question is how fast we can get there.
For the past seven years, leaders at LaunchTech have tried to implement their vision for
product development. Their core implementation strategy has been to describe how
product development should work once improved and encourage the engineers in the
design and manufacturing areas to work in that improved mode. More specifically, leaders
have distributed printed copies of the "concurrent methodology" handbook, revised the
methodology based on employee feedback, and asked engineers to follow its processes.
Engineers have formed cross-functional teams to improve communication across areas.
Leaders have worked to improve the physical testing of parts in design engineering and the
company has invested in CAD/CAM technologies. In 1996, top level managers began
checking design projects for their level of completion at fixed dates in the product
development cycle.
Today, in 1997, a solid concurrent methodology exists on paper, several projects are
meeting deadlines, and some managers report that fewer defects are entering production.
But most people at LaunchTech still report minimal benefits from the new approach, and
many others accept that much of its potential has not been realized. The number of part and
print mismatches remains high, and engineers are not able to prevent many defects early in
the process. Manufacturing engineers continue to discover defects late in the process and
resort to containing them instead of fixing them. And finally, previously steady
improvement in the fraction of products returned by customers for repair has recently
leveled out.
The Problem
The first challenge of is to explain what is creating the low-quality mode of product
development at LaunchTech and in many firms. What structures, policies, and
interconnections within a company can sustain high defect creation and late defect
discovery?
LaunchTech's difficulty implementing its "vision" for product development motivates the
second endeavor. Learning about the company's long history of sequential engineering
made it clear that LaunchTech was not implementing its improvement policies with a clean
product development slate, but, instead, into an organization with a well-established
process. For companies such as LaunchTech, the challenge is not describing the improved
mode of defect prevention, but creating policies to break free from the old mode and move
toward the new; the literature has not addressed strategies to drive the transition.
In summary, the purpose of this thesis is to answer two questions: What creates a low-
quality mode for product development? And what policies can drive the transition to the
high-quality mode?
Reference Modes
One way of framing the two questions in a more dynamic context is through reference
modes -- graphs that outline the behavior of variables over time.
Figure 1: Defect Reference Mode
Many
Total defects
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0
6 months18 months 12 months Launch
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The reference mode in Figure 1 shows the behavior of Total defects in new model year
designs for six months as design engineers work to find and fix the defects, and for
eighteen months as the manufacturing people work to find and fix them.
The graphs shows two modes of operation: old and new. The top line represents the
existing or old mode, in which design engineers introduce many defects into the product
design process and discover and fix a small percentage in the first six months. Engineers
in manufacturing discover most of the defects, yet some enter production. The bottom line
represents the improved mode of operation, with less introduction, more early discovery
and fixing, and fewer defects entering production. What creates the behavior in the top
line? What policies will drive an organization to shift from operating in the top line mode to
the bottom line mode?
Figure 2: Quality Reference Mode
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Present Five to eightyears in the
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The second reference mode shows a key quality metric, Fraction of designs in production
with warranty defects. The variable is assumed to be constant at a moderate level in recent
years. What policies hold greatest leverage in determining which future scenario will
unfold: improvement following the bottom arrow, no improvement following the top
arrow, or one of the many scenarios in between?
The Dynamic Hypothesis
"We've gotta be singing out of the same choir book."
-- LaunchTech manufacturing engineer
The case study section of this paper presents many different dynamics operating in a
manufacturing company like LaunchTech: Design engineers introduce defects, and do not
discover them early in the process; the organization tends toward informal interaction
rather than formal documentation; manufacturing adjusts designs and does not always
document the changes; defects enter production; and part and print mismatches disrupt
designing. Separately, these factors provide limited insight into the troubling dynamics
observed in some firms. But when analyzing the interrelationship of the factors and the
way the interrelationships evolve over time, a compelling theory emerges about barriers and
opportunities in improving product development.
The next section of the thesis will describe this theory in greater detail, using causal loop
diagrams to describe feedback relationships. The core of the theory follows.
As explained in the case study section, mismatches between parts and prints limit design
engineers' knowledge about manufacturing processes and capabilities. More specifically,
they increase the number of defects that design engineers create -- engineers design parts to
fit with mating parts as shown in the prints, but they do not fit with the mating parts as
actually produced. Further, mismatches stymie attempts to use simulation tools such as
CAD/CAM systems and thus limit the ability of design engineers to find and fix defects
early in the product development process. In these two ways, mismatches create defects.
In turn, creating defects create mismatches in three ways. First, defects lead to engineers
submitting design change requests, which, with imperfect documentation, create further
mismatches. Second, defects enter production and create mismatches as manufacturing
machines begin making parts differently from their prints. Third, manufacturing people
adjust designs to contain the defects, and, with imperfect documentation, change the part in
production away from the print in the design engineering library. Newly created
mismatches disrupt the design group again in a vicious cycle.
The feedback structure relating defect creation with mismatch creation helps explain the
structures, policies, and interconnections in place in a company that can sustain high defect
creation and late defect discovery, as outlined in the reference modes. The following
section presents the structure in greater detail. After that, a formal model will test the
hypothesis presented here, plus several hypotheses for policies designed to drive the
transition to an improved mode of product development.
Analysis Method
This thesis uses the system dynamics methodology for modeling complex systems.
Simulation with system dynamics provides several advantages. First, assumptions are
made explicit when represented by formal equations. Second, the consequences of
assumptions, structures, and policies over time can be examined. System dynamics
describes cause and effect relationships with stocks, flows, and feedback loops. Stocks
and flows are used to model the flow of work and resources through a project.
Information feedback loops are used to model decisions and policies. Time delays such as
the one between discovering a defect and the defect being fixed are explicitly identified, as
are non-linear relationships (Forrester, 1961).
The feedback structure in the model is captured by a causal loop diagram (Richardson and
Pugh, 1981). The following section explains several elements of the language used.
Causal connections
Arrows linking variables indicate that the first variable causes a change in the second
variable. The positive sign indicates that the change in the second variable is in the same
direction as the first variable.
Fitment defects +
introduced per P mismatches
design change
For example, the link above indicates that, all else being equal, as the number of part and
print mismatches goes up, the number of fitment defects (defects where two parts do not fit
together) introduced per design change will go up, too. Mismatches go down, then
defects go down.
d(Fitment defects introducedper design change 0
d( Part and printmismatches /
The arrow diagram is equivalent to the equation listed above.
Effectiveness
of defect Part and print
discovery with 4 mismatches
upfront tools
The negative sign on the second arrow indicates change in the opposite direction. For
example, the link shown above indicates that, all else being equal, as the number of part
and print mismatches goes up, the effectiveness of defect discovery with upfront tools goes
down. Mismatches down, then effectiveness up.
(discovery with upfront toolsd( Part and print <d mismatches )
The arrow diagram is equivalent to the equation listed above.
Stocks and flows
Inflow rate Outflow rate
The clouds at either end of the diagram represent the boundaries of the model. The box,
marked Stock represents a stock or accumulation, while the two valve-like icons marked
Inflow rate and Outflow rate represent flow regulators that increase and decrease the level
of the stock, respectively.
Stock = fInflow rate - Outflow rate)dt + Stock init
The stock and flow diagram is equivalent to the equation listed above.
Loops
Defects in
testing
Fixing Open
defects concerns
I. discovered
Rework design
changes
Defects in
testing
Design change Open
error defects RD concerns
introduced discovered
Reworkdesign 4
changes
Stock
A "B" in a diagram indicates a balancing feedback loop, which seeks equilibrium. An "R"
in a diagram indicates a reinforcing feedback loop, which amplifies change. The diagram
above shows two examples.
Critical assumptions
The dynamic hypothesis does not account for allocation of resources such as engineers'
time and access to testing tools. For example, spending time on one task does not restrict
the amount of time available for another task. Further, it is assumed that resources are not
constrained.
Introduction to the Diagram
The purpose of this section is explain the dynamic hypothesis more precisely through the
use of a hybrid stock-and-flow and causal-loop diagram. The diagram will be built section
by section.
The heart of the theory presented here is how, in a circular fashion, part and print
mismatches effect defect creation, defect testing, and launching defects into production,
which in turn effects the creation of mismatches. This thesis will start with part and print
mismatches, move to explain their sources, and then close the feedback loop by explaining
their effects.
Part and print mismatches
Part and print mismatches are designs for which the specifications in the print do not match
the part as manufactured or assembled in production. Examples include:
* a metal piece that in the print has a square corner, but when produced on the
manufacturing line, an operator must round the corner with a belt sander so it fits
with adjacent parts;
* a manufactured bracket that in the print is 1/4 inch width, but because of a worn
tool or variations in the machine operations, the part as manufactured is often closer
to 3/8 inch width;
* a thin, metal, curved part in its print has sides that run absolutely parallel, but as
manufactured, has sides that bend out slightly; and,
* on the prints, the holes in a bracket and on the frame line up perfectly for a bolt. As
manufactured, the frame has bent slightly after being heated, and the holes do not
line up, requiring extra effort for assembly.
Just as there would be in any manufacturing organization, there is a positive number of Part
and print mismatches at LaunchTech at present. Estimates of the percentage of designs in
production that have part/print mismatches vary, with a resident engineer guessing 50%, a
design engineer guessing 50%, a manufacturing engineer guessing 25-30%, and a manager
reporting that "while some would guess less than 50%," a recent check found 20-30%
parts not to print.
Figure 3: Part and print mismatches
Introducing
mismatches
Figure 3 shows the processes that regulate the number of mismatches. The flow
Introducing mismatches increases the stock, Part and print mismatches. Two outflows,
Fixing mismatches and Retiring mismatches, decrease the stock.
Retiring mismatches
The first outflow captures the way that designers discontinue certain parts every year.
When designers discontinue a part that is also a mismatch, that mismatch leaves
production. Loop B4 in Figure 3 governs the retiring of mismatches, and describes how
retiring will increase as mismatches increase, which will then feed back to reduce the
number of mismatches. The balancing loop works similarly in the opposite direction.
Fixing mismatches
The stock of mismatches can also be reduced by fixing, either by changing a part to match a
print or changing a print to match a part. For more discussion of fixing mismatches, see
the "Fix Mismatches" policy test in the model runs section.
r
Introducing mismatches
Figure 3 shows one inflow to the stock of mismatches, Introducing defects. Three main
sources drive the inflow:
1. defects entering production;
2. the containing or adjusting of designs away from their printed specifications in
order to fit parts together without documenting the change; and
3. lapses in documentation of other design changes.
The next three sections will explain each source of mismatches.
The Defect Source of Mismatches
Figure 4: Defects
defect launched
In Figure 4, Launching defects is one source of Introducing mismatches. Additionally, the
number of Mismatches introduced per defect launched drives mismatch introduction.
Before explaining the details of this connection, however, this section will describe the
context of launching defects.
Launching defects is part of a wider process outlined in Figure 4. Approximately 18
months before "launch," which is the first month of production for a new "model year" of
products, engineers introduce new designs into testing. Some designs will have defects,
thus driving the variable Introducing defects. In the 18 months before launch, engineers
work to discover any defects in the designs, as they sit in the stock Defects in testing. First
the testing happens in design engineering, where engineers can see how parts fit on mock-
up or prototype products, test the designs with computer tools such as CAD/CAM, or
simply check the designs by examining relevant blueprints. Then manufacturing people
test the designs in the manufacturing plant by actually building the products on the
production line, to discover defects. People at LaunchTech call such tests "builds." If
workers discover defects, then engineers fix them, driving the variable Fixing defects in
testing. Undiscovered defects get launched into production through the flow Launching
defects. Once in the stock, Designs in production, engineers can fix them, or retire them,
or they just remain in the stock.
Loop B3 governs the Retiring of defects in production. The more defects there are, with a
fixed Fraction retired per year, then the more are retired. More retiring decreases the
number of Defects in production. The loop behaves much like a drain, with the outflow
higher when the level is higher, and the outflow lower when the level is lower.
More explanation about how Launching defects creates mismatches is necessary, however.
Defects that are launched originated from designers having imperfect knowledge of
manufacturing processes and capabilities, or from designers making errors. Thus, when a
design created under such circumstances enters production, there is some chance that the
manufacturing process will produce parts that differ from the parts as created in the
blueprint by the design engineers.
Examples of manufacturing producing parts differently from the designs (particularly
without extensive collaboration between manufacturing engineers and design engineers)
include: Sides of curved thin metal parts splaying out when cut, large metal parts bending
when heated, wire routings running shorter or longer distances, and a tool die (which
create many parts) drifting from its original specifications and producing parts a different
size.
Many of the defects that produce mismatches may not cause serious warranty problems in
the field. Instead, they can be low-priority problems that are not fixed at a root cause level
and thus remain as part of the manufacturing system. As one manufacturing engineer said,
Some issues are handled by manufacturing engineering or the new products group,
some are handled by resident or continuing engineering, and some drop into
oblivion and no one does anything about them. They are swept under the rug of
past sins.
The Containment Source of Mismatches
The second source of mismatches is the active adjustment of designs in manufacturing.
When an engineer discovers a defect late in the testing process or in production, she has a
difficult decision to make. She would like to investigate the root cause of the problem,
write an order slip requesting design engineering to change the design, and wait for the
new print. But because of time constraints or different priorities, often a second possibility
may be more attractive -- contain the problem by adjusting the manufacturing process so
that the production line works well without the problem being solved fundamentally.
One manufacturing engineer described an example,
The part just doesn't fit unless we belt sand a corner off. Everyone on the floor
knows we have to do it for the part to fit.
Containing defects is critically important to high-quality sequential engineering work. Once
the designs are on the manufacturing side of "the wall," adjustments to the design can often
improve quality substantially. Problems arise when someone contains a defect by adding a
step to the manufacturing process or changing the size of a part, and design engineering
does not hear of the change.
Figure 5: Contained defects
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Figure 5 shows a stock-and-flow representation of containment that builds on the diagram
in Figure 4. Contained defects get created by pulling defects through the flows
Containing defects during testing and Containing defects during production. Much like
Defects, Contained defects get launched, fixed and retired. Also like Defects in production,
Contained defects in production also build up the manufacturing system.
Containment without adequate documentation can create a mismatch between a part and a
print. The two upward-pointing flows in Figure 5, Containing defects during testing and
Containing defects during production, drive Introducing mismatches.
Documentation -- captured in the diagram by Mismatches introduced per defect contained --
may seem to be a low priority in a high-intensity work environment; it may seem
unnecessary to change the print because a part is being manufactured slightly smaller, for
example. One manufacturing engineer explained that the decision to not change the print to
reflect the change in how the part is being made may be one of time pressure or different
priorities. He said,
It takes only five seconds on a belt sander to take a comer off a part that doesn't fit,
or three hours working with a draftsman to change the print, and sometimes we just
don't have time to do it.
The Documentation Source of Mismatches
A final source is not adequately documenting design changes, either by not completing the
documentation of a design change on the print or by introducing errors to the prints through
carelessness.
One reason that a change may not be adequately documented is that design engineers ignore
documentation and move on to other work. One resident engineer, who works in
manufacturing, said,
Sometimes we request the change notice but it is never handled by [design
engineering]. The manager of the design engineer has already moved him to work
on the next model year instead of wrapping up this year. If the problem isn't a
show-stopper, it isn't fixed.... Now I feel as though I'm following that guy
around with a broom and a dustpan, trying to clean up the mess.
Design engineering finds the time to make design changes, but sometimes does not
document the changes fully by changing the prints. One engineer said,
There are still change notices for print changes open from past years not as much
because of time pressure, but because of differing priorities. Many design
engineers think that once you get to launch, you are done. No one wants to handle
the issues that come up after launch.
Figure 6: Fixing defects
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Figure 6 shows a balancing loop that drives fixing of defects and the introducing of
mismatches. Starting at the top, the more Defects in testing there are, the more defects will
be discovered in upfront testing in design engineering, or in the manufacturing builds.
Such defects are catalogued as "Open Concerns" that need to be fixed. More Open
concerns discovered lead to more Rework design changes for design engineering to
complete. When rework clears up the open concern, then that increases Fixing defects, and
thus decreases Defects in testing. This balancing loop seeks to minimize the number of
defects. The loop also drives Introducing mismatches, as every time a design change is
completed, there is a small chance that the change will not be completed adequately (for all
the reasons outlined above), and a mismatch will be introduced. The variable Mismatches
introduced per rework design change captures the chance of inadequate documentation.
Closing Loop RI
Figure 7: Unanticipated effect of rework design changes
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The previous section introduced the balancing loop B l1. Figure 7 introduces a second,
related loop, R1. Rework design changes leads to fixing defects (and creating mismatches,
as we saw earlier). But every time a change notice is introduced, there is a small chance of
an unanticipated side effect from correcting a defect -- it may introduce yet another defect to
the system. Rework design changes increases Total design changes, and, along with
Defects introduced per design change, increases Defects in testing, thus closing the
reinforcing loop R1. For every step forward in defect correction that B 1 makes, the loop
R1 will take a smaller step back by introducing new defects.
The previous sections have explained three main sources of mismatches, and begun to
outline the feedback loops in place that drive the system under consideration. Now the
focus will turn to the effects of mismatches, and the next section will introduce several
important feedback loops.
Effects of Mismatches -- Upfront defect discovery
Effectiveness
of defect Part and print
discovery with mismatches
upfront tools
The first effect of more Part and print mismatches is that they reduce the Effectiveness of
defect discovery with upfront tools. That is, design engineers will have less success in
finding defects early in the product delivery process, particularly in the "mock-up" builds
and by using CAD/CAM tools.
In a mock-up build, an engineer makes actual parts and assembles them to check that they
fit properly. Often, the parts are specially made for testing by following the blueprints for
the parts exactly, leading an engineer to confirm that a new part fit well with the adjacent
parts. But if parts are not the same as produced as they are shown in the print, then the
mock-up test could not have revealed any defects.
CAD/CAM tools, as well, rely on the accuracy of the prints on file and in the computers to
discover defects before builds. If a CAD tool has images of parts on the computer screen
that are not accurate, then the user of the tool will not be able to discover a potential
manufacturing problem before the actual builds later in the process.
The futility of upfront testing breeds additional behavioral dynamics that reduce use of the
tools -- if engineers know that upfront testing is ineffective, they will abandon their faith in
the value of upfront work. In particular, the organization found it difficult to complete and
test high-quality designs before the testing builds on the assembly line. As one engineer
notes,
There was a time when design was alrrost reverse engineering what worked for
engineers on the line. They would try to build the [product], and if it didn't fit,
they would change the design. Design engineers would show up here [in
manufacturing] with a rucksack full of prototype parts and try to make the design
work.
Closing loop R2
Figure 8: The upfront discovery loop
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Figure 8 shows a new reinforcing loop, R2 (actually two loops in the diagram, but
identified as one). More Part and print mismatches in the database decreases the
Effectiveness of defect discovery with upfront tools, which then decreases the number of
Open concerns discovered. If engineers ar6 unaware of the defects in the system, they will
not submit Rework design changes, which will decrease Fixing defects and increase the
remaining number of Defects in testing. More defects in testing means that fewer defects
will be discovered and fixed, thus increasing Containing defects and Launching defects. In
this way, more mismatches feed back to create more mismatches.
More important to the policies tested in this thesis, the loop can drive improvement in the
opposite direction. Fewer mismatches may increase early defect discovery, leading to more
design changes happening earlier in the product delivery process. Design engineers would
be clearing up more problems before any of the production builds. Engineers would fix
more defects well before launch, so they would contain fewer problems, and launch fewer
defects, thus creating fewer mismatches. One purpose of the mathematical model presented
later in this document will to test the behavior of the R2 loop outlined here.
Effects of mismatches -- Fitment defect introduction
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The final effect of mismatches presented here is that Part and print mismatches increase the
number of Fitment defects introduced per design change. Fitment defects are design
problems in which parts do not fit together well. A design engineer making a new model
year change or a rework change to a part will check the drawings on file to see how the part
mates with other parts. If one of the mating parts is different in production than on the
print, there is some chance that a new defect will be introduced. For example, if the new
part as designed mates flush with a square corner on a mating part, but someone is
rounding one corner off the part with a belt sander, than the design change would introduce
a new defect.
One manufacturing engineer summed up the dynamic of fitment defect introduction,
The new production year starts, and the [products] are being made, so the mismatch
[created at the past launch] is not really a problem. You move on to new issues for
the next year. But a couple years later, when you try to use the prints in the file,
there is a mating problem.
One design engineer adds,
Nine out of ten times when there is something wrong on the line and you dig into it,
it is because parts are not to print. [Design engineering] uses prints to come up
with new designs. When you come up with a new design and base it on a current
part, you use the print. Often times new parts do not mate with existing parts
because the existing parts are not to print.
Here is a simple calculation of the possible extent of this dynamic: One engineer made a
rough estimate that, while it varies widely, one design change may have approximately four
mating part connections. He also estimated that if a mating part was not to print, it had
approximately a 25% chance that a defect could be introduced. Taking a conservative
estimate of parts not to print of 25% and doing a very rough back-of-the-envelope
calculation:
1 design change x 4 mating parts x .25 mismatches x .25 defects = .25 defects
design change part mismatch design change
If every design change introduces .25 defects, than the 1,000 or so yearly changes
introduced 250 defects. Put another way, every fix has only a 75% "efficiency."
Closing loop R3
Figure 9: The Fitment Defect Loop
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The latest connection closes a final loop, the reinforcing loop R3. Whereas loop R2
reinforced the growth or decline of Defects through defect discovery, the loop R3 has a
similar effect by introducing new defects.
One example of the loop in operation in the direction of improvement is this: if the number
of mismatches drops because of increased documentation or a fixing program, design
engineers introduce fewer fitment defects with every design change. In the next model
year, there are fewer defects. Later, the organization launchs fewer defects and fewer
contained defects into production, both of which cause less of an increase in the number of
mismatches, which, given retirement of mismatches, is a net decrease in mismatches.
Thus, fewer mismatches feed back to decrease the number of mismatches.
Product Quality
Figure 10: Product quality
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Defects in production and Contained defects in production together determine Warranty
defects per design. The effect of Defects is obvious -- if parts do not fit together or if a tool
die cannot manufacture a part reliably, quality will suffer. The effect from Contained
defects is more subtle, and relies on the fraction of Warranty defects introduced per
contained defect -- examples include:
* Additional steps included in the production process such as buffing a part or belt-
sanding a part creating disruption on the line,
* The chance that a containment does not work, such as not completely polishing out
a mark that a tool die makes on a part,
* More difficult assembly creating problems, such as a person having to crawl under
the product to put on a part, and occasionally introducing a defect, and
* Manufacturing a part slightly smaller to ease assembly, but the looser fit leads to the
reliability problems in the field.
The measurement of the variable, Warranty defects per contained defects, is debatable. A
later section in the thesis contains a discussion of the theory's sensitivity to the variable.
The Complete Diagram
Figure 11: Complete causal diagram
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The structure shown above spells out a hypothesis for the cause of the problematic
behavior seen in many firms and in the case of LaunchTech.
The next step in the thesis will develop a formal model of the hypothesis and test it using
the system dynamics methodology.
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Testing the Hypothesis
Base run
The base run of the model captures the low-quality, old mode of product development. All
the relevant parameters and equations are listed in the "Model Documentation" section of
the thesis.
Model Runs
Figure 12
Defects and Open Concerns in the Advanced Year
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Figure 12 shows the base case behavior for defects and open concerns (defects that have
been discovered) in the advanced year, which runs from 24 to 12 months before new
product launch. Engineering introduces 1000 designs into testing in month 162, 18
months before product launch (which will occur, for this model year, in month 180). With
the designs come 486 defects; the figure shows their arrival as a sharp increase in month
162. Engineers immediately discover 10% of the defects with tools such as computer
simulation, and the discovery creates a small number of open concerns for engineers to fix
with rework design changes. Fixing an open concern fixes a defect, so as engineers fix the
open concerns between months 162 and 165, the total number of defects falls slightly.
Because engineers discover so few defects, and because the new design changes that fixed
the defects also sometimes introduced a new defect, 463 defects pass (in month 168) into
the next stage, the current year. Overall, the product delivery process introduces a large
number of defects and does not discover and fix many in the early months.
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Figure 13
Defects, Open Concerns, and Contained Defects in the current year
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Figure 13 shows several types of defects in the current year, which spans the 12 months
before new product launch in month 180. In month 168, 463 defects remain in testing.
The defects are undiscovered and untouched until month 170, when manufacturing people
run Build 1, and discover 60% of the defects. With discovery, the number of open
concerns grows, pushing manufacturing engineers to submit rework design changes to ask
design engineers to fix the defects. After a delay, the concerns get fixed, so the number of
concerns falls. Fixing an open concern fixes a defect, so, starting in month 170, the
number of defects falls too. The rate of decrease of defects (the solid line) from month
171 to month 175 is not as great as the rate of decrease of open concerns (the checked line),
however, because rework design changes create some new defects as well, as illustrated by
loop R1 in Figure 7.
Manufacturing builds more test products on the line with Build 2 in month 175 and Build 3
in month 178. In both cases, the builds spark defect discovery and thus increase the
number of open concerns. In the final two months of the year, open concerns and defects
are decreasing at a faster rate, because engineers are quickly containing defects more than
they are fixing the root causes. Despite working hard to clear up defects in the final
months, engineers do not handle defects by the time of launch, in month 180. The long-
dashed line shows the stock of contained defects growing in the final months.
Overall, engineers in the organization are fixing many defects late in the product delivery
process, containing many, but still delivering some into production.
Figure 14
Defects and Open Concerns in the Production Year
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Figure 14 shows (in the solid line) the defects in the production year, the twelve months
after launch. Before month 180, there were 260 defects in production, defects that had
built up over multiple years. In month 180, the number of defects jumps up from the
previous value as new defects arrive into production at launch. Engineers and line operators
discover 90% of the defects in launch, so the number of open concerns (the checked line)
rises as well. Both stocks decrease in the first few months as engineers either contain or
fix the discovered defects, and defects in production fall to 260 once again.
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Figure 15
Defect Fix Rate vs. Rework Defect Introduction
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Figure 15 shows the defect fix rate and rework defect introduction rate. The greatest rates
of fixing occurs just after Build 1 in month 170 and just after Build 2 in month 175.
Because fixing a defect involves making a design change, the periods of greatest fixing are
also the periods of greatest rework defect introduction.
Figure 15 shows the relative effects of loops B1 and R1, shown in Figure 7. For example,
in month 171 engineers are fixing defects in the process shown in loop B 1 at a rate of 63
per month, but the rework design changes are also reintroducing defects via loop R1 at a
rate of 29 per month. Fixing defects is a "double-edged sword" -- it both eliminates and
reintroduces defects.
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While previous figures showed one year of behavior, Figure 16 shows the long-term
behavior of two variables, the Warranty defects per design, and the fraction of Mismatches
per design. The figure shows 13 years of behavior, with launch occurring on each grid
line (in month 36, 48, 60 etc.). The number of defects are slightly higher at the start of the
year, making the line jagged, because defects introduced at launch remain in production for
a short time before engineers fix them. Equilibrium requires that the number of defects
fixed or retired every year is equal to the number introduced. The number of mismatches
per design in production is in equilibrium at 24%, meaning that the number introduced is
equal to the number fixed or retired.
Figure 17
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Figure 17 shows two critical variables in the loops R2 and R3 from the causal diagram,
figure 11. Fitment defects introduced per design change is in equilibrium around .24,
meaning that every time a design engineer makes a design change, he or she has a 24%
chance of inadvertently introducing a new defect. Effectiveness of defect discovery with
upfront tools is in equilibrium at .11. That is, engineers use tools such as simulation to
discover 11% of all defects introduced at the beginning of the product delivery process.
Figure 12 (several pages back) shows the effect of the 11% discovery on the creation of
open concerns and the reduction in defects in the advanced year.
Base Case Summary
In the base case, the organization's product development process operates in a low-quality
mode. Engineering introduces a large number of defects several years before launch and
discovers a few with upfront simulation tools -- the tools are not yet effective. With
minimal discovery, engineers fix a few defects before the start of the current year (the year
before launch). People in manufacturing, then, discover and fix almost all the defects in
the twelve months before launch, but many fixes reintroduce new defects along the way (as
shown in loop R ). The result is that some defects get contained or directly enter
production, where they join other defects that already exist in production.
The rates of containing defects, launching defects, and rework design changes combine to
create new mismatches between parts and prints, but retiring mismatches offsets the level
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of creation. While the number of mismatches is not growing, it has leveled at a high value
-- almost a quarter of designs have part and print mismatches. The high percentage of
mismatches feeds back to drive engineers to introduce a large number of defects per design
change and do little defect discovery early in the product delivery process. The result is a
low-quality overall process with a high percentage of defects and part/print mismatches in
production.
The base run captured the most important features of the "reference modes" that defined the
problem -- high defect introduction and minimal early discovery led to a large fraction of
defects per design and mismatches per design. The base case operated in a dynamic
equilibrium -- the values of key stocks were constant in the long term, even though inflow
and outflow rates were positive. For example, the number of mismatches was not constant
in the long run because the same mismatched designs stayed in the system. Many were
created and destroyed every year, and yet the number was relatively constant in the long
term. In this way, the low-quality mode appears to be a long-term fixture in an
organization fitting the characteristics of the model; the problem looks unlikely to solve
itself.
Pulse or "Lobin" Test
One test of the model is to deliver a shock to the system -- in this case a set of designs
entering final testing six months before production launch -- and observe the behavior. It is
interesting to see, in particular, how the two reinforcing feedback loops respond to the
shock.
Test in the Real World
Occasionally, a set of design changes gets introduced into the product delivery cycle after
the usual deadline. For example, the marketing department may announce that a certain
product is not selling well and would be more successful if a new feature was added to the
design, such as parts a different color or a different shape. If the need is pressing,
marketing could introduce the change in the year before new product launch. Playing on
the way such changes seem to arrive from nowhere, manufacturers called such changes
"lobins."
Test in the Model
In the "Lobin" test 200 design changes arrive in month 66, after Build 2. All other
parameters are set at their base case values.
Model Runs
Figure 18
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Figure 18 shows the immediate effect of the lobbed-in designs. Comparing the "Lobin"
run to the "Base" run over a single year, the number of defects rises dramatically in month
66 as some of the new designs bring new defects with them. The number of defects then
falls as engineers discover and fix some of the defects. In the "Lobin" run, engineers
contain more defects but still pass more defects enter production than they do in the "Base"
run.
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Figure 19 shows the effects on quality. As the previous figure shows, defects arriving in
month 66 do not enter production until launch at month 72. In the first year after the pulse,
quality is worse; the dotted line jumps up higher than the solid line. One might expect such
a short term reaction -- it would be difficult to find and fix all the new defects before new
product launch. But the number of defects does not fall back to the base case level for the
next ten years. The organization never recovers from the one-time arrival of more defects.
One hypothesis is that defects that get launched may stay in production for a long time.
Indeed, Defects in production and Contained defects in production are both "stocks" that
are built up and drained down slowly. In the model presented here, if defects in production
are not actively fixed, then they are reduced only by slowly retiring defects. One might
expect the variable in Figure 19, Fraction designs with warranty defects, to fall slowly after
defects are lobbed in, but not to stay constant at the higher level. There must be another
process in place that sustains the low-quality behavior.
Figure 20
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Figure 20 shows an important variable in loops R2 and R3, the fraction of designs with
mismatches. In month 72, after the test, the lobbed-in defects create more mismatches,
driving the fraction of designs with mismatches higher.
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Figure 21 shows the effects of the increased number of part and print mismatches.
Effectiveness of defect discovery with upfront tools, a critical variable in loop R2 of Figure
11 (the dotted line), remains unchanged, indicating that the loop R2 is likely not driving
change in the system. When engineers are discovering defects early in the process, they
are not relying on a well-matched database, so a small increase in the number of
156 180
mismatches does not adversely effect their ability to discover defects early. The rate of
early discovery is already below its desired level, and thus unlikely to worsen.
The figure also shows the behavior of Fitment defects introduced per design change (the
upper, dotted line). In month 72, because of the increased number of mismatches, slightly
more defects are being introduced by design engineers in the advanced year, approximately
18 months before launch and during the current year, when rework design changes
introduce new defects. The effect on quality from more defect introduction will not be
realized immediately, in month 72. Instead, the effect will be delayed until month 84, with
the launch of designs created and reworked in an organization with more mismatches than it
had previously.
One significant cause of the sustained poor quality from the lobbed-in defects is that the
feedback dynamics explained by loop R3 (the fitment defect introduction loop) is holding
the system in a lower-quality mode, with slightly more defect introduction and launching
than previously. With loop R3 active, the influx of defects are not draining out of the
system as one might expect. If the hypothesis was true, than the system with loop R3
inactive would produce different behavior; the new defects would simply drain out over
time. The next model run shows the results of this test.
Figure 22
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Figure 22 adds an additional run to the graph in Figure 19. "Lobin with no feedback" has
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Fitment defects introduced per design change fixed at the level in the base case. It does not
increase as more mismatches get created. Without loop R3, the fraction of designs with
warranty defects slowly returns toward the level shown in the base case. Without the loop
active, engineers did not begin introducing more fitment defects, and after several years
retirement of designs restores the higher quality. With the loop active, on the other hand,
increased defect introduction traps the system in the low-quality regime.
Summary of Lobin test
A single, small, one-time introduction of defects permanently decreases the quality of
products. Some new defects get launched into production in the first year; even more get
launched the second year, when the first year's defects created mismatches that increased
the number of fitment problems introduced by design engineering, as explained by loop
R3. The perturbation to the system has two effects -- one immediate and certainly part of
the understanding of the managers who are working to improve this system, and one more
delayed and subtle.
Besides delayed behavior, the system also displays a sustained effect from the one-time
pulse of new defects. Principle sources of the effect are twofold: defects in production
leave the system gradually; and engineers continue to introduce more defects into the
system with every design change because the increased number of mismatches holds the
organization in the lower quality regime.
The long-term effects of a pulse of design changes is counter-intuitive. One might have
expected that because of the system's stability, balancing loops would have quickly moved
the system back into the original mode, like a marble that is pushed up the inside of a bowl
quickly rolls back to the bottom. Instead, defects created new mismatches, the mismatches
created new defects, and the system found a new, lower-quality equilibrium. Because of
the mismatch dynamic, what may seem like a one-time, short-term trauma to the system
may actually have longer term implications. Further, if a small pulse of defects or design
changes can move the system into a lower-quality regime, then it would seem possible for
sustained growth in design changes to drive a sustained decline in quality.
Pulse out Mismatches test
The hypothesis tested in this model depends critically on the existence of mismatches
between parts and prints. The following model tests how the system would behave with
fewer mismatches.
Test in the Real World
A step decrease in the number of mismatches is not a realistic test -- it is equivalent to a
group of people changing 1,500 mismatched prints overnight. However, it provides
insight into the behavior of the system.
Test in the Model
In month 60, 1,500 part and print mismatches (63% of the total) are eliminated.
Model Runs
Figure 23
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Figure 23 shows the effect of the test on mismatches. The fraction of mismatches
immediately drops 63% when the test is implemented. At first the number of mismatches
begins to climb slightly as the projects begun and completed before month 60, when quality
was lower, are being launched and are creating mismatches. Soon after, however, the
projects that are being launched (after month 72) will have benefited from the lower-
mismatch, higher-quality product delivery function. Fewer mismatches lead to less defect
introduction and more defect discovery, and thus fewer mismatches created. Although the
improvement is slight, the slowly falling mismatches shows the continuing effect of loops
R2 and R3.
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Figure 24 shows the effects on quality. In month 60, when the number of mismatches
drops, mismatches are driving engineers to create far fewer mating part fitment problems.
Also in month 60, fewer mismatches in the print database are allowing engineers to use
more simulation tools for defect discovery. The first effects of the improvement do not
effect product quality until month 72, when the designs launched have been reworked
under a less defect-ridden product delivery function. The more significant effects (and thus
greater rate of improvement) begin in month 84, when the projects for which all the upfront
discovery was done in the higher quality environment are launched into production. Over
the next ten years, as fewer defects are entering production, and defects continue to be
retired out, the fraction of designs with warranty defects falls.
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Figure 25 shows Defects in the advanced year for the base case (identical to the run in
figure 12) and for the pulse test, over one year of time eight years after test implementation.
In the base case, a large number of defects are introduced 18 months before launch (in
month 162), and engineers discover very few with upfront testing tools like CAD/CAM
and other simulation tools. Thus, design engineering is able to fix few defects before the
production builds (which start after month 168). In the pulse test run, because there are
fewer mismatches, engineers introduce fewer defects in month 162 (the maximum is 306
instead of 487). Further, they discover and fix a greater percentage of the defects --
without all the mismatches, simulation tools are effective. The percentage discovered has
leapt from .1 to .62. Because of the early fixing, the number of defects falls steeply in the
final six months of the year, and only 132 defects pass on to the next year, as opposed to
463 in the base case.
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Figure 26 shows the behavior of defects in the next year, the twelve months before launch.
In the base run, many defects are fixed, but some are still passed into production. In the
test run, engineers discover and fix almost every defect before launch, and very few defects
pass into production.
Test Summary
The "Pulse out 1500" test outlines a high-quality mode for a product delivery function, as
shown in the reference modes in figures 1 and 2. In the organization with few mismatches,
engineers introduce fewer defects and discover others earlier with upfront tools, leading to
fewer last-minute fixes of defects, and fewer defects in production.
The organization after the pulse test is similar to the organization that much of the literature
on improved product development recommends -- engineers prevent defect creation and
find defects early. As the introductory sections of this thesis outlines, however, the
challenge facing many companies is not describing the new mode for a product delivery
function, but implementing policies to get there.
"How to get there" is the challenge of the next section of the thesis. How to get from the
low quality base run to the high quality "pulse out 1500" run? Various policies will be
tested.
Policy Test -- More Documentation
The first policy test will address more documentation of potential mismatches. Perhaps by
stemming the inflow of mismatches, the mismatches in the system will decline over time,
and reinforcing feedback dynamics will also drive improvement. Model runs and analysis
will test this theory.
Policy in the Real World
The first policy run examines increased documentation of potential mismatches. In the real
world, more documentation would mean two improvements:
1. Documenting containment -- engineers in manufacturing would submit a formal design
change notice to design engineering every time they have adjusted the production process
and changed the design in some way, and design engineering would quickly update the
prints to reflect those submitted changes.
2. Improved change order documentation -- fewer changes to prints would introduce
mismatches through errors or by accepting the mismatches as a tolerable part of the
database.
Policy in the Model
In the model, the two improvements involve:
1. Documenting containment -- in the base run, only 10% of the defects that are contained
get documented in the manners mentioned above. In the policy run "More
Documentation," the percentage increases to 90%.
2. Improved change order documentation -- in the base run, 10% of design changes
introduce mismatches. In the policy run, the percentage drops to 0.
Policy Runs
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Figure 27 shows the effect of the policy on the fraction of designs with part and print
mismatches. In month 60, when the policy is implemented, design engineers create fewer
mismatches as they document rework changes and contained defects better, but close to the
same number of mismatches get retired as in past years, so the overall number of
mismatches falls slightly. By month 72, the effect of the policy is greater, as engineers do
even more work with the new policy in place. In five years, the number of mismatches has
dropped approximately 30%, a slow but significant improvement. It appears that in the
time frame shown, the rate of improvement is decreasing, but it will be necessary to
examine a longer time frame to confirm this guess.
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Figure 28 expands the time
time. Why?
frame to 30 years. The rate of improvement is decreasing over
Introducing
mismatches
One dynamic driving the decreasing rate is loop B4, shown in Figure 3. When the stock of
mismatches is high, the rate Retiring mismatches is high. Fast retirement feeds back to
decrease the number of mismatches, thus decreasing the rate of retirement in the next year.
In this way, the stock of mismatches behaves like a sink of water with a small inflow and
the drain wide open -- the water will flow out quickly at first, and more slowly ever after.
Engineers clearing up mismatches by decreasing their creation may observe similar
dynamics. Every year there will be fewer to retire, so the mismatches will leave more and
more slowly.
Figure 28
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Figure 29 shows the effect of the policy on the several important variables in loops R2 and
R3. As the number of mismatches falls, engineers introduce fewer fitment defects with
each design change. There are progressively fewer cases where, for example, a design
engineer creates a part to mate with a square corner on another part, when in production
that other part actually has a round corner. Mimicking the shape of the mismatches curve
shown in Figure 27, the rate of improvement is gradually decreasing.
As mismatches decline, the Effectiveness of defect discovery with upfront tools is level for
a long delay, then increases slowly from month 84 to month 144, and then more steeply.
By the end of the run, over 50% of defects are discovered early. During the slow
improvement, simulation tools such as CAD/CAM are not yet effective without a database
of prints that match parts, even though the database is improving. In time, enough prints
match parts that engineers are able to use simulation tools effectively, enabling them to find
more defects early.
With the documentation policy, the reinforcing loops R2 and R3 drive improvement;
defects are being prevented and more are discovered and fixed early.
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Figure 30 shows the effect of the policy on the fraction of designs with warranty defects.
No effect on quality can be seen until approximately three years after month 60, when the
policy is implemented. Indeed, the reduced number of mismatches will start helping the
first designs in month 66, for a model year that would not be launched until month 84.
After a significant delay, the improvement in quality is gradual for the first few years --
engineers introduce fewer and fewer defects, driven by loop R3. Several years later,
quality begins to benefit from the increased effectiveness of upfront defect discovery. As
indicated by the previous figure, engineers are increasingly able to use simulation
technologies to find problems. The rate of improvement in quality thus increases. Even
with the breakthroughs in defect prevention and early discovery, the reduction in warranty
defects is gradual, as defects leave production through the slow process of retirement of
designs. By month 192, it is unclear whether improvement will continue or stop. What is
the long term behavior of this variable?
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Figure 31 lengthens the time horizon of the graph shown in figure 30. The rate of
improvement is initially increasing, but begins decreasing around month 230, and
decreases ever after. The shape in the first region suggests that reinforcing loops, likely R2
and R3, are dominating the behavior, accelerating the improvement. Fewer mismatches
leads to more defect prevention and early discovery, leading to even fewer mismatches and
fewer defects.
The shape in the latter region suggests that balancing loops are dominating. In particular,
loop B3, B4 and B5, which drive the retirement of mismatches, defects, and contained
defects, may drive the behavior. There are progressively fewer mismatches and defects to
eliminate from the system, so fewer and fewer get retired every year.
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Figure 32 shows the behavior of Contained Defects in Production and Defects in
Production. The second variable has a peak at the start of every year because new defects
arrive in production at launch, and engineers take several months to fix the defects they
discover. The figure provides more insight into the delayed effect of the documentation
policy. The policy does not directly effect contained defects in production and defects in
production, the two sources of warranty defects, until multiple years after the beginning of
the policy implementation. The reduction occurs as fewer defects get created, fewer get
contained, and, with the retirement rate close to its original level, the stock declines slowly.
The turnover of the designs is not high enough, however, to drive a significant decline in
contained defects and thus an increase in quality.
Sensitivity to retirement rates
The "More Documentation" policy reduces the creation of mismatches and defects and thus
relies heavily on retirement of designs to rid the organizations of problems created in the
past. The selection of a design turnover rate (shown in Figure 4 as Fraction retired per
year) would then seem quite important in this analysis -- conclusions could be highly
sensitive to its value. In particular, how much better would the system perform under the
policy if retirement were faster?
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Figure 33 shows the result of a simple sensitivity test. In the run "Increased retirement,"
25% of the designs turn over every year, as opposed to 10% every year, in the "Base case
retirement run." Both runs have the "More documentation" policy in place. The vertical
axis is normalized so that the equilibrium levels (which differ in the two runs) are
comparable.
With higher turnover, the mismatches, contained defects, and defects created in past years
leave the system much faster, driving improvement in quality more quickly and sooner. By
the end of the model run, almost all the designs in production had been created in the
organization under the new policy of increased documentation and quality is much better.
The rate of improvement, then, is sensitive to the retirement rate.
Unchanged, however, is the almost three-year delay between enacting the policy and
realizing its improvements on quality. The delay is insensitive to the retirement rate -- in
any case, the improved designs and prints must travel through the 2.5 - 3 year product
development pipeline before they can significantly improve quality.
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Figure 34 shows the effects of the sensitivity test on mismatches. When one assumes a
higher rate of retirement, the documentation policy drives a higher rate of decrease of
mismatches. As opposed to a 37% decrease after 5 years, with 25% turnover there is a
60% decrease.
Loop strength
So far in this paper, discussion of loops R2 and R3 have made no distinction between the
effects of the two. When the number of mismatches falls, previous sections of this thesis
have explained that quality has improved by way of both reduced defect creation and
increased effectiveness of discovery through upfront testing. But which process is more
powerful? At what time in the life cycle of the policy is each process more important?
Would the theory hold if one of the feedback dynamics assumed to be in place in the real
world is actually not?
To answer the questions, the "More documentation" policy was tested with various
feedback loops inactivated. In the first test, for example, the run "Upfront discovery loop
R2 inactive" had the variable Effectiveness of defect discovery with upfront tools set to its
initial value of .1 throughout the model run. As mismatches decreased, the effectiveness of
discovery did not increase. In the real world, the test assumes that design engineers are not
going to be able to use upfront simulation tools to find defects earlier, even if the database
of parts and prints were more accurate.
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Figure 35 shows the result of the first test on product quality. Without the improvement
driven by improved defect discovery, the organization relies (among other dynamics) on
the improvement driven by loop R3, which prevents fitment defects from being introduced
as mismatches decrease. For the first five or six years after the policy is enacted, the
improvement in quality is identical to the standard documentation policy test, marked "All
loops active." Engineers documenting better reduces the number of mismatches in system,
causing other engineers to introduce fewer fitment defects into the system. After a several
year delay, the improvement helps quality, just as in the previous model run. The effect on
fitment defects (shown as loop R3 in the diagram in figure 11), then, has a significant role
in driving short-run improvement from the policy. Further, short-run success of the
documentation policy (albeit meager) does not depend on decreased mismatches improving
defect discovery. Assume loop R2 is a fallacy, and the recommendation for short-run
effects still holds.
But, turning to consider the long term, reducing mismatches only decreases one type of
defects being introduced, fitment defects, and other defects (design defects, tooling defects,
and assembly defects) are still being introduced. With defect discovery remaining at its low
level, the policy has limited effects in the long term -- defects are still being launched into
production, hurting quality, so the level of warranty defects does not fall as far as it does
with both loops active.
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Figure 36 shows the results of a second test of loop strength. The run, "Defect intro loop
R3 inactive" shows the behavior of the "More documentation" policy with the variable
Fitment defects introduced per design change set to its initial value of .24 throughout the
model run. As mismatches decreased, engineers introduce just as many fitment defects as
they had in the past.
While the effect of the documentation policy is already delayed by approximately three
years, without the improvement from the fitment defect reduction, the delay extends
another four years. The mismatches must fall significantly before the organization is able
to benefit from engineers using simulation tools to find defects early (CAD/CAM, for
example, requires a highly accurate database). But with the documentation policy,
mismatches fall only gradually in the short term. If policymakers are seeking short term
benefits from the "More documentation" policy, then they should not rely on the effects of
the policy on defect discovery to drive the improvement.
In the long term, however, the system without the R3 loop active is almost sufficient to
drive improvement. Many defects (including a high number of fitment defects) are initially
introduced into testing, but as better documentation decreases the number of mismatches,
engineers are able to discover more and fix more defects (of all types) earlier.
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Figure 37 shows the two tests together, allowing comparison. While no strong distinction
is appropriate, the behavior of the documentation policy (shown by the run "All loops
active") is primarily driven in the short term by reduced defect introduction (shown by the
run "Upfront discovery loop R2 inactive") and in the long run by increased defect
discovery (shown by the run "Defect intro loop R3 inactive").
Summary of Documentation Test
Increasing the documentation of potential mismatches gradually reduces the number of
mismatches in the part/print database and increases the quality of designs. It appears to be
sufficient in the long term to move the organization from the low quality mode shown in the
base run to a high quality mode described by the "Pulse out 1500" run shown in a previous
section.
While the effect on mismatches is immediate, the effect on quality is delayed approximately
three years, as higher quality designs work their way through the product development
cycle and defects in production slowly retire. After the delay, improvement is significant
but slow relative to most business decision-making time frames, but this conclusion is
sensitive to the rate that designs retire out of production. The initial three year delay is not,
however, sensitive to the turnover rate of designs. The improvement that follows the delay
is primarily driven in the short term by a reduction in fitment defects introduced (loop R3),
and in the longer term by increased defect discovery with upfront tools such as simulation
(loop R2). Testing the two loops showed that the latter effect (early discovery) drives the
bulk of the improvement, as well. Thus, the system moves to the high-quality mode
sooner and faster when the organization can reap the benefits of fewer mismatches on early
defect discovery as quickly and thoroughly as possible. After a long period of increasing
rates of improvement, driven by the reinforcing nature of the relationship between defect
prevention, defect discovery, and mismatches, (shown in loops R2 and R3) the rate of
improvement declines as fewer defects and mismatches remain to be fixed or retired.
Policy Test -- Fix Mismatches and Contained Defects
There are at least two ways to drain a bathtub: Decrease the inflow by closing the faucet or
increase the outflow by opening the drain. The previous policy, "More Documentation,"
drove improvement principally by decreasing the inflow to mismatches, defects, and
contained defects. The second approach, increasing the outflow, deserves consideration as
well. The following policy test will help test the second approach, by actively fixing the
mismatches that have built up in the system over the years of sequential engineering.
One distinction deserves note. There are two ways to fix a mismatch. One way is to
change the print to match the part. For example, assume an engineer learns that operators
are belt-sanding the corner off a part but the print does not show such a step as necessary.
Thus there is a mismatch. The engineer may decide, perhaps because of lack of time or the
high cost of the alternative, to accept that the manufacturing system is producing the part
differently than planned, and redraws the print to show the extra step in the process and the
rounded corner.
The second way to fix the mismatch is to change the part to match the print. For example,
the engineer who discovered the belt-sanded part would decide to submit a design change
so that the manufacturing process would produce a part with a rounded corner in the first
place. Another scenario is that someone would fix a machine making parts out of tolerance
so that it made parts within tolerance, and thus fix a mismatch.
In both cases, the mismatch is repaired. But only in the second case, changing the part to
match the print, is a defect or contained defect possibly repaired. The policy examined in
this section involves fixing mismatches by, whenever possible, employing the second case
-- changing parts to match prints. Certainly, there are many situations where it would be
unwise to follow this plan -- reordering an expensive worn-out tool die so the parts it
makes match prints, when the part will be retired in the next year, for example. But the
second case is favored because of its potential quality benefit; in many ways changing parts
to match prints will "kill two birds with one stone" by both fixing a mismatch and possibly
fixing a defect.
Because a policy of actively fixing mismatches is resource-intensive, and programs are
often short-lived, the test only lasts three years. Thus, the policy test has a second purpose
beyond testing the "fix" policy -- examining the behavior of the system when a policy has a
limited duration. One can imagine how a continuing policy like "More Documentation"
would drive sustained improvement in quality -- even eight years after enacting, the policy
is still in place. But will a three year policy succeed in driving long-term change?
Policy in the Real World
In the real world, the policy would entail surveying designs in production, perhaps by
checking them at a control point like the mock-up builds. Every time a part is put on a
mock-up product and checked with other mating parts, the print for the part would be
compared to a part as made in production. When possible, engineers would change the
parts to match the prints, not the other way around.
Policy in the Model
The model operationalizes the policy test as a three year program of finding and fixing
mismatches, starting in month 60 and ending in month 96. After three years of fixing
defects, the policies and parameters in place are returned to the base run levels.
Policy Runs
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Figure 38 shows a comparison of the documentation policy and the "Fix" policy in the
short term. Almost immediately after implementing the fix policy, quality begins to
improve; engineers are discovering and fixing contained defects in production. Fewer extra
steps in production are causing disruption, fewer "band-aid" fixes are failing to avoid
defects, fewer parts are cut to a smaller size to ease assembly, and so on. Also, as
engineers fix mismatches discovered at the mock-up builds or using statistical process
control tools, they begin increasingly preventing fitment defects and possibly discovering
more defects early (other model runs may help explain which of the two dynamics are
present). In month 96, the fix policy ends, but quality continues to improve, because
designs are coming through product development pipeline with higher quality. When these
better designs arrive in production several years after their beginning, quality continues to
improve slightly.
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Figure 39 shows the long term behavior of quality. The documentation policy, as
described in earlier sections, drives long-term improvement. But the fix policy does not
continue to drive improvement in the long term.
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Figure 40 shows that as mismatches are being fixed by engineers, the number of
mismatches decreases steadily during the years of the fix policy. In this way, lowering the
mismatches in the bathtub by increasing the outflow with the fix policy appears equivalent
to reducing the inflow with the documentation policy.
But the benefits of the fix policy do not extend beyond month 96, in contrast to the
documentation policy.
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Figure 41 confirms the lack of continuation of improvement. Fixing mismatches reduced
the rate of fitment defect introduction, but no longer than the duration of the policy. The
bottom checked line shows that the improvement in the part and print database did not
spark improvement in the ability of the engineers to discovery defects earlier; the dynamics
described by loop R2 did not drive improvement.
The top, solid line shows the results of improvement on fitment defect introduction. Fixing
mismatches reduces defect introduction for the duration of the fix policy. After the end of
the policy, defect introduction does not continue to improve, confirming that the dynamics
illustrated by loop R3 did not drive improvement in the long term.
Sensitivity to quality effect of contained defects
One conclusion from the fix test is that the policy has greater immediate benefits than the
documentation policy because fixing mismatches by changing parts to match prints will
eliminate some warranty-defect-causing contained defects in production. How sensitive is
the conclusion to the possibility of a different quality effect from contained defect? What if
extra steps to belt-sand parts or force parts on in assembly or polish out marks on parts
" ~' " I
never effects quality? Does the conclusion still hold if contained defects do not create actual
defects?
In the base runs, it takes twenty contained defects in production to have the effect of one
defects (.05 defects/contained defect). The following sensitivity test examines an increase
to .1 defects/contained defect and a decrease to 0.
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Figure 42 shows the results of the sensitivity test. The top pair of runs has an increased
effect on quality; the bottom, no effect on quality from contained defects. The equilibrium
conditions are different for the two runs, so the initial values are different.
With an increased quality effect, the immediate benefit of the fix policy relative to the
documentation policy is more pronounced and lengthy; the lines cross around month 170,
where in the base case they cross around 150 (see figure 38 for comparison). Fixing
mismatches clears up contained defects, bringing greater returns in avoiding warranty
problems in the short term.
With no quality effect, the fix policy has zero immediate benefit relative to the
documentation policy. The short term superiority of the fix policy appears to diminish as
the parameter decreases. That said, a policy of fixing mismatches as outlined earlier appears
IF1 
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to be more effective than documenting more in the short term, as long as the effect of
contained defects on quality is non-zero.
Eventually, the documentation policy begins to do better, and the gap between the two
policies with widen in the long term (the fix policy runs below the documentation policy).
But the important conclusion from this test is that the short term benefit of the fix policies is
highly sensitive to large reductions in the effect of contained defects on quality.
Summary of Fix Mismatches and Contained Defects Test
Fixing mismatches primarily by changing parts to match prints is effective in immediately
improving quality. By fixing defects in production that were created over years of a
sequential process, warranty defects drop without the three year delay of the documentation
policy. This effect could have enormous advantages in policy implementation. Short term
feedback of results from the policy to the policymakers could ensure commitment to the
policy in future years. The fix policy may benefit from this dynamic in a way that the
documentation policy, with its delay, may not. The short-term advantage of the fix policy,
however, is highly dependent on a greater-than-zero effect of contained defects on quality.
Turning to examine the effects on mismatches, the fix policy is equivalent to the
documentation policy during the first three years. But when the fix policy ends,
improvement continues only briefly -- three years of steady mismatch reduction did not
spark sustained improvement.
Policy Test -- Combined policy
The documentation policy brought delayed, slow, sustainable improvement. The fix policy
brought immediate, limited improvement. As of yet, we tested the one policy against the
other, in order to recognize that both policies cost money and time and with the likely
resource constraints in an organization, it may be necessary to choose between the two
policies. But now model runs will present the effects of a combination of the two policies.
Policy in the Real World
The two policies combined here are not mutually exclusive. One policy involves a survey
of parts in production; the second, a better documentation policy.
Policy in the Model
The policy as tested is simply the identical policies together.
Policy Runs
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Figure 43 shows the effects of the two policies separately, and then together, on quality.
The top two graph lines have been presented previously in Figure 38. Under the combined
policy (the lowest, long-dashed line), quality immediately improves for the first few years
after the policy begins in month 60 as fixing mismatches also fixes some defects in
production. Engineers are documenting potential mismatches better, but the results are not
visible in the Fraction designs with warranty defects. By month 96, the combined policy is
clearly better than the fix policy alone, as more and more designs with fewer fitment defects
come into production -- these latest designs have been created in an organization that had
fewer mismatches. Improvement continues as the second feedback loop (loop R2)
activates more strongly; with a more accurate database, engineers are able to find more
defects earlier. After ten years of the policy in place, the combined policy has brought a
significant reduction in warranty defects.
- - --- - -- - -
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Figure 44 shows a longer term version of the previous figure. Much like the
documentation policy, the combined policy drives decreasing rates of improvement in the
long term. There are not as many mismatches, defects, and contained defects left to fix as
time goes on, so engineers fix them and the system retires them more slowly. In the longer
term, the combined policy fares little better than the documentation policy alone.
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Figure 45 shows the effect of the combined policy on mismatches. For the first three
years, the fix policy and the documentation policy are approximately equivalent. Together,
however, the number of mismatches falls more steeply as engineers' documentation means
that fewer mismatches are being created, plus engineers' efforts means that more are being
fixed. After month 96, the end of the fix policy, improvement in the number of
mismatches continues under the combined policy as increased defect prevention and
increased discovery by engineers continue to reduce mismatch creation. The rate of
improvement falls in the latter years as most of the mismatches have been fixed.
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Figure 46 shows the behavior of two key variables under the combined policy.
Fitment defects introduced per design change falls steeply in the short term -- engineers are
fixing mismatches aggressively, so other engineers introduce fewer defects. Improvement
continues after month 96 as mismatches continue to fall, as explained in the previous
paragraph.
Effectiveness of defect discovery with upfront tools improves minimally for three years,
but by month 96 the number of mismatches has fallen to the point where engineers are able
to benefit from the use of simulation tools and rely less on the later builds to find defects.
Between month 96 and 120, three and six years after the policy is enacted, they leap from
finding 20% of defects up front to finding 48% of defects early. Over the following years,
that percentage rises to 72%. In time, engineers reach their goal of defect prevention and
early discovery.
Summary of Combined Test
Fixing mismatches and contained defects and increasing documentation of potential
mismatches has a significant positive effect on quality. In the short term, fixing the legacy
of old defects and contained defects helps quality immediately and reduces the number of
mismatches. In the longer term, the documentation policy continues to drive the reduction
of mismatches, which sparks more defect prevention and early defect discovery, helping
increase quality and decrease mismatches even more.
Two reinforcing feedback loops contribute to the long term improvement and drive the
organization from the low quality "base case" mode to a higher quality mode. Loop R3,
the defect introduction loop, drives improvement immediately, and most strongly for the
first three years after policy implementation, as engineers prevent defect creation. Loop
R2, the upfront discovery loop, drives significant improvement after a three year delay, as
the part and print database become coordinated enough that engineers are able to effectively
use upfront simulation tools to discover and fix defects early in the product delivery
process.
Policy Implementation
This section presents insights into policy implementation based on ideas from managers at
LaunchTech, observation of LaunchTech operations, and the modeling work.
More Documentation
To implement the "More Documentation" policy at LaunchTech, the company could assign
high-level engineers the task of checking that workers change the blueprints to reflect
changes made to the production line. Setting such a "control point," coupled with
educating workers about the importance of the policy, is likely to increase the amount of
documentation.
Secondly, the company could invest resources in design engineering to increase the rate of
processing print revisions. Possible resources are either new people hired or new people
assigned to the task.
Fix Mismatches
To implement the "Fix Mismatches" policy, the company could set a point in the product
delivery process when engineers would check that parts match prints. A likely point is the
"mock-up" process in design engineering. When engineers make parts to check how well
the new parts fit with existing parts, they could exclusively use parts produced in the actual
manufacturing facility, not the prototype parts specially made for testing. If the production
parts received from Manufacturing do not match the prints on file, the engineers could
correct the mismatch at this point.
ISO 9000
Particularly to enable sales in overseas markets, LaunchTech is seeking ISO-9000
certification. This certification requires rigorous labeling and standardization of
processes, and would shift the information storage system away from informal modes of
documentation.
At LaunchTech, ISO certification may help drive the implementation of the policies
described above. Certification does not require that a company fix past problems, it
requires only that it put processes in place to improve into the future. Thus, ISO will likely
drive implementation of the "More Documentation" policy more than the "Fix Mismatches
and Contained Defects" policy, and its effect on quality via decreasing mismatches will be
subject to the long time delays described earlier.
The high-leverage policies considered here are not radical or excessively complex.
Common sense could drive someone to suggest them. Thus, it may seem surprising that
such policies had not been successfully implemented in the past. Why haven't managers
thought of these policies before?
Because, in most cases, they did think of the policies before, but ran into significant
barriers to implementation. At LaunchTech, for example, there are many disincentives to
fixing or documenting a mismatch.
Disincentives to fixing or documenting a mismatch
Various people have identified several reasons why a mismatch may not be corrected.
They include: liability issues, increased analytical work, the "snowball effect" of
corrections, retrofitability, and economic judgment.
One disincentive regards liability issues. In the case of a part produced by an external
company, manufacturing the part differently from the supplier's specifications may legally
implicate the company with responsibility for any problems with the part in the future. An
engineer explained,
You buy a bearing and manufacture the mating shaft. The bearing supplier
publishes specifications for the size of the shaft, but the shop makes the shaft a little
undersized to ease assembly. Now the shaft as made is not to print, and when you
discover that later, you ask manufacturing to change the part. Manufacturing says
'We've always done it this way.' So you ask design engineering to change the print
away from the supplier's recommendations, but you can't do that for liability
reasons. The result is that you just don't inspect the parts nor document too
closely. In this way, what you don't know apparently can't hurt you.
A second reason that someone might not choose to change the print to match the part is
that, as one person said, "If you change the design to match the part in production, then
you ought to do all the engineering analysis all over again to make sure that the part as
made actually works." Design engineers do not have the time to do such work, so they
perceive themselves to be better off with the part not matching exactly.
A third disincentive is what one person called "the snowball effect of changing prints to
match parts." If an engineer changes the print of a large, integral part that has many mating
connections to match the part as made in production, it may lead to changing multiple other
prints, too. The design engineering organization may not have the time or capacity to fix
such a large number of prints in a short period of time.
A fourth disincentive is that correcting mismatches may require LaunchTech to begin
manufacturing a new part for current production, but also require that they continue
manufacturing the old part to sell to customers repairing their products. Parts would not be
so interchangeable. An engineer explained,
When two parts mate and you find that one or both parts mismatch the print, you
can't change just one. You change both and they mate fine with one another. But
you don't have interchangeability. You can't use old part X and new part Y. You
then have a retrofit problem. Say a guy in the field breaks part X and wants to
replace it. But now new part X doesn't fit with old part Y.
The most powerful disincentive is that making a design change can be expensive, so often
times, it is not a wise economic and institutional decision to correct a mismatch. Some
problems are better just coped with, so people often make an active decision to not make a
change.
Conclusion
I have developed a theory that explains how a firm with advanced CAD/CAM technologies
and a well-developed concurrent methodology can operate in a low-quality mode. Results
show how the tools prescribed for high-quality product development are insufficient to
drive improvement without a unified database of blueprints and manufactured parts.
This research further shows the difficulties of managing the improvement of product
development. As the case study outlines, intelligent and rational behavior in a changing
environment created the low-quality mode of operation at LaunchTech. Additionally, the
policy implementation section of the thesis describes powerful institutional disincentives to
improvement.
However, the more compelling reason that the system is difficult to manage is because its
behavior is counter-intuitive. Because of non-linear relationships that span diverse parts of
the organization, one can not accurately predict the results of decisions. For example,
introducing design changes into testing late in the process does not just temporarily hurt
product quality, it also helps create mismatches between parts and prints that produces
more defects in the next year and damages product quality ever after. A competent, well-
trained manager would likely find it difficult to integrate the complex dynamics of this
system into her decision to approve or not approve a proposed late design change.
The limits to policy-making in complex systems are not, of course, limited to people
managing product development. Research in dynamic decision-making has revealed how
our mental models of complex environments are generally poor. In particular, people do
not account well for feedback loops, time delays, accumulations, and nonlinearities
(Sterman 1994).
Leaders in process improvement, and in all policy-making areas, would benefit from
increasing their ability to understand the long-term, system-wide effects of their actions
within the complex systems they manage. The challenge for future research will be to
create ways to help managers build such skills and learn to apply them to their everyday
decisions.
Model Documentation
The purpose of this section is to provide supporting documentation for the system
dynamics model presented in this paper.
The model contains seven sectors: Designs, Defects, Open Concerns, Effectiveness of
Early Discovery, Mismatches, Totals, and Simulation Control. Each sector has a brief
introduction, but most of the model documentation is in the "comment" field within each
equation listing, which is in the line below the units for the variable listed. Most variables
can be seen in the small diagrams within each sector. When no diagram is shown for an
equation, the equation is similar to structures diagrammed elsewhere in the documentation.
In general, the formulations draw upon established system dynamics models of the firm
(Forrester 1961) and models more specific to quality improvement (Sterman, Repenning
and Kofman 1994).
The code for the model is written using Vensim modeling software, version 1.62-8,
available from Ventana Systems. The stock and flow diagrams and causal loop diagrams
used throughout this paper were created with the Vensim software.
The equations are reproduced exactly as used in the simulation model. An example is
shown below:
New defects intro rate = Design intro rate*Total defects per design introduced
- Defects/Month
- Defect introduction is driven by the introduction of new designs every year.
The first line shows the actual equation from the model. The new defects introduction rate
is equal to the design introduction rate times the total defects per design introduced. The
second line shows the units of measure for the initial variable. The third line provides
comments that may supplement the equation with more intuition about the idea behind the
equation, or may offer a source for the equation.
Designs
The purpose of this sector is to drive the movement of design tasks through various stages
over the three years of advanced work, current work, and production. Entry into and exit
from the current year (shown as dotted lines in Figure 47) as well as the retirement of
designs are discrete "flushes," in which the entire contents of the stock exits the stock in
one time step. Each build is simplified as a first order drain.
One simplification is that designs enter the product development pipeline only at the
beginning of the process. Further, no designs ever get canceled. The model does not
account for allocation of resources, so the timing or speed of the builds is not dependent on
available engineers' time, nor on access to the production line.
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The purpose of the Figure 47 is to show the broad lay-out of the sector. The equations
below roughly follow the chronology of a design through the system, clockwise through
the figure, starting at the bottom left of the figure.
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All New designs in one year are assumed to enter the advanced year testing 18 months
before launch, in a single time step. Design introduction is assumed to be steady every
year; under the standard runs the number of designs introduced do not vary.
Designs in advanced year = INTEG(Design intro rate-Designs entering current year rate,0)
- Designs
- The number of designs in advanced year work. Advanced year is 12 to 24 months before
launch.
Design intro rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Design intro months before start of current year, New designs in one year/TIME STEP,0)
- Designs/Month
- Designs are either new or changes to previous designs. New designs are flushed in every
year.
New designs in one year = Base designs intro in one year
- Designs
- This intermediate variable allows for other designs to potentially be added.
Base designs intro in one year =1000
- Designs
- Based on an estimate of 800 - 1000 per year.
Base designs intro in one year f ([(0,0)-(1000,1000)],(0,0)
,(240,1000),(1000,1000) )
- Designs
~ Table not used at present. Could be used to test a variable number of designs.
Design intro months before start of current year = 6
- Months
- Assumes defect discovery and correction begins 18 months before launch.
Designs entering current year rate = if then else(Months to launch=Months before launch that
model year changes
,Designs in advanced year/
TIME STEP,0)
- Designs/Month
- Designs go from the advanced year to the current year in a discrete flush. All designs travel in
one dt. Operationally unrealistic, but necessary to capture the changing of the model year.
Months before launch that model year changes =12
- Months
- Model year changes every year
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The outflow rate is a first order drain. Its rate is the designs in the stock divided by a time
to complete the build. All the designs pass through the flow starting at the month indicated
by Build I months before launch. Once a design passes through the rate, it arrives in a
stock of designs awaiting the next build.
Each of the outflows in this sector has an identical structure, as shown in Figure 49.
Figure 49 can support the next four structures listed in this sector.
Designs awaiting Build 1 = INTEG(Designs entering current year rate
-Designs completing Build 1 rate,0)
- Designs
- Number of designs awaiting Build 1. Build 1 corresponds to the "Manufacturing Try-Out" or
"Design-Intent" builds at LaunchTech.
Designs completing Build 1 rate = if then else(Months to launch<Build 1 months before
launch:AND:Months to launch>5,Designs awaiting Build 1/Time to compl Build 1,0)
- Designs/Month
-The "and" structure is necessary so that build 1 happens only at its assigned time during the
year.
Time to compl Build 1 = 0.5
- Month
~ Assumes the bulk of the builds happen over a two week span.
Build 1 months before launch = 10
- Months
- May. This date has varied in the past years from 7 to 11.
Length of model year = 12
~ Months
- The twelve months run from July to the end of June.
Months to launch = Max(Length of model year-MODULO(Time,Length of model year),0)
- Months
- Structure starts at 12 in July and declines linearly over time.
The equations for the next stock are similar in structure for the equations for the previous
stock, as shown in Figure 49. Thus, a diagram is not included.
Designs awaiting Build 2 = INTEG(Designs completing Build 1 rate
-Designs completing Build 2 rate,0)
- Designs
~ Build 2 corresponds to the Pilot build at LaunchTech.
Designs completing Build 2 rate = if then else(Months to launch<Build 2 months before launch,
Designs awaiting Build 2/Time to compl Build 2,0)
- Designs/Month
- The build starts at the month indicated in Build 2 months before launch, and ends when all
the designs have left the stock.
Time to compl Build 2 = 0.5
- Month
~ Same length at build 1.
Build 2 months before launch = 5
- Months
- February, given launch in July.
For a diagram, consult Figure 49.
Designs awaiting Build 3 = INTEG(Designs completing Build 2 rate-Designs completing Build 3
rate,0)
~ Designs
- Build 3 corresponds to the Pre-Production build at LaunchTech.
Designs completing Build 3 rate =if then else(Months to launch<Build 3 months before launch,
Designs awaiting Build 3/Time to compl Build 3,0)
- Designs/Month
- The build starts at the month indicated in Build 3 months before launch, and
ends when all the designs have left the stock.
Time to compl Build 3 = 0.25
~ Month
~ Pre-prod builds are more compacted in time than the others, so the time is shorter.
Build 3 months before launch = 2
- Months
~ May.
For a diagram, consult Figure 49.
Designs Completed = INTEG(Designs completing Build 3 rate
-Designs completed launch rate,0)
- Designs
- Designs that have completed the builds and are awaiting launch.
Designs completed launch rate =if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,
Designs Completed/TIME STEP,0)
- Designs/Month
- At launch, all designs are "flushed" into production.
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Unlike the other flows in this sector, the rate of retiring designs is not formulated as a
draining function. Instead, when the model year changes, the number of designs that were
introduced into the system get retired out of the system, over a single time step. The model
assumes that the number of designs leaving production is equal to the number entering it.
Designs in production = INTEG(Designs completed launch rate-Designs retirement rate
,Initial designs in production)
- Designs
~ Includes all the active designs in production.
Initial designs in production = 10000
- Designs
- Based on an estimate by an engineer. This value changes to test the sensitivity
to the retirement rate.
Designs retirement rate =if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes:AND:Time>18,(Designs retired every year)/TIME STEP,0)
- Designs/Month
- Designs leave the stock of designs in production as they obsolesce or make way for
new incoming designs. The Time>18 structure ensures that designs are not retired until the
first production year, which happens in month 12.
Designs retired every year = Base designs intro in one year
~ Designs
- This ensures a steady state of designs.
Defects
This sector tracks the number of defects in the various stages of design testing and
completion. Defects include three types:design/fitment, assembly and
manufacturing/tooling.
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The purpose of the diagram shown above is to provide a broad overview of the sector.
Parallel in structure to the design sector, defects move in one direction from stock to stock.
Defects remain in the advanced year testing until the current year, when they enter the
builds. First build 1, then build 2, then build 3, then they are completed and enter
production. Defects leaving Defects in designs completed that do not enter production can
be contained and thus enter an intermediary stock, Contained defects in designs completed,
before entering production. Multiple outflows and inflows are not shown in Figure 51,
thus defects are not conserved.
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All transfers of defects from stock to stock is driven by the movement of designs from
stock to stock, using a co-flow structure. One small piece of the coflow structure is shown
above, as an example.
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Introduction of defects is modeled as the number of designs introduced times the number of
defects for every design. Defects come from multiple sources: design defects (including
entropy and mating part), assembly defects and make parts (or tooling) defects. The total
U
\r
number of defects per design is the sum of the three types. This structure includes a switch
that can set mating part defects either to a default setting, or to a dynamic setting. The
dynamic number of mating part defects is formulated as the number of connections between
mating parts that include a mismatch times the chance that a connection with a mismatch
actually introduces a defect. For more information on the formulation, see the section titled
Effects of mismatches -- Fitment defect introduction in the Dynamic Hypothesis section.
The formulations assume that mismatches do not effect the creation of assembly and make
part defects; nor do they increase the number of random, or entropy, defects. The default
or initial values for the number of defects per design are rough estimates.
Defects in advanced year = INTEG(Defect intro rate-
Defects entering current yr rate+Defects intro during adv year rate-
Defects during adv year fix rate,0)
- Defects
~ Number of defects in the designs in the advanced year.
Defect intro rate = New defects intro rate
- Defects/Month
- Includes defects introduced for the new model year changes.
New defects intro rate = Design intro rate*Total defects per design introduced
- Defects/Month
~ Defect introduction is driven by the introduction of new designs every year.
Total defects per design introduced =Design defects per design introduced+
Assembly and make parts defects per design introduced
~ Defects/Design
- Three sources of defects
Assembly and make parts defects per design introduced = 0.15
- Defects/Design
- This includes two types of defects. Rough estimate.
Design defects per design introduced = ((1-Switch for defect introduction feedback)*
Default mating part defects per design introduced)+(Switch for defect introduction
feedback*Mating part defects per design introduced) +Entropy defects per design introduced
- Defects/Design
- Design defects include mating part, or fitment defects and entropy defects. Inclusion of a
switch allows for testing of loop strength.
Default mating part defects per design introduced = 0.24
- Defects/Design
- Rough estimate.
Mating part defects per design introduced =
Connections per design intro*Defects introduced per connection with a mismatch*
Frac mismatches per design in production
- Defects/Design
- Same as fitment defects.
Defects introduced per connection with a mismatch = 0.25
- Defects/Connection
- If there is a connection between two parts, and one of the parts is mismatched, this is the
probability that a defect will be introduced. Rough estimate from an engineer.
Connections per design intro = 4
- Connections/Design
- Rough estimate from an engineer.
Entropy defects per design introduced = 0.1
- Defects/Design
- Includes design mistakes not directly related to mating part or fitment issues.
Switch for defect introduction feedback = 1
- dimensionless
- 1 means on, 0 means off.
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Defects introduced with every fix of an open issue is formulated as a standard
multiplication of fractions, with an additional factor to account for the defects discovered
and fixed by upfront testing in design engineering. Engineers will catch a certain fraction
of defects, so those defects will not be introduced.
Defects introduced per open issue fixed = Total defects per design introduced*
Design changes per open issue fixed*
Fraction of defects not prevented in upfront testing of design change
- dimensionless
- Includes defects introduced for rework changes which fixed other open issues. Often
called systems engineering effects. Some defects are prevented in upfront testing, although that
dynamic is not explicitly modeled with defect discovery, creation of an open concern, and a fix like
the other defect dynamics are modeled.
Design changes per open issue fixed = 1
- Design/Defect
- Every fix requires a design change submitted.
Fraction of defects not prevented in upfront testing of design change =
1-Effectiveness of defect discovery in upfront testing
- dimensionless
- Undiscovered defects.
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The structure shown in Figure 54 regulates the number of defects in the advanced year. As
shown in earlier formulations, the horizontal introduction inflow and the outflow to the
current year are both driven with a coflow structure by the flow of designs through the
various stages. The structure in the top left of Figure 54 is similar in structure to the
formulations in Figure 51.5. The outflow rate of defects is equal to the outflow rate of
designs times the fraction of defects per design.
The vertical outflow rate is driven by the rate of fixing open concerns. Every fix of an
open concern fixes a defect. During the model year change, the fix rate is set to zero
because the discrete flush of defects out of the stock will empty the entire stock in one time
step. Any additional outflow such as through fixing would send the stock negative.
The vertical introduction rate is driven by the rate of fixing open concerns, as well. As
outlined by loop R1 in Figure 7, fixing defects introduces new ones. The rate is
formulated as the open concern fix rate times the number of defects introduced for every
open concern fixed.
Defects intro during adv year rate =Open concern fix during adv yr rate*
Defects introduced per open issue fixed
- Defects/Month
- Defects that get created as a result of another fix.
Defects during adv year fix rate =if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0,
Open concern fix during adv yr rate)
- Defects/Month
- During the model year change, the fix rate is set to zero because the discrete flush of
defects out of the stock will empty the entire stock in one time step. Any additional outflow such
as through fixing would send the stock negative.
Defects entering current yr rate = Designs entering current year rate*
Frac designs in adv year with Defects
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow.
Frac designs in adv year with Defects = zidz(Defects in advanced year,
Designs in advanced year)
- Defects/Design
- Part of a coflow. zidz means zero if division by zero, and is necessary
because designs in advanced year can reach zero.
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Figure 55 shows a structure that is analogous to the structure shown in Figure 54. For a
description of the formulations, consult the text accompanying the previous figure.
Defects awaiting Build 1 = INTEG(Defects entering current yr rate-
Defects before B1 fix rate-Defects completing Build 1 rate+
Defects intro before B1 rate,0)
- Defects
- Number of defects in the designs that are awaiting the first build.
Defects intro before B1 rate = Open concern fix before B1 rate*
Defects introduced per open issue fixed
- Defects/Month
- Introduction of defects through "systems engineering effects" whereby fixing
one defect introduced another one.
Defects before B1 fix rate =Open concern fix before B1 rate
- Defects/Month
- Fixing an open concern will cause this flow to reduce the number of defects in the stock.
Defects completing Build 1 rate =Frac designs in Build 1 with defects*
Figure 55
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- Defects in designs pass through the build. Part of a co-flow.
Frac designs in Build 1 with defects =zidz(Defects awaiting Build 1,
Designs awaiting Build 1)
- Defects/Design
- Part of the co-flow structure by which the movement of designs drives the
movement of defects. Part of a coflow. Zidz means zero if division by zero, and is necessary
because designs can reach zero.
The following structure has no diagram, because it is analogous to the previous structures
shown in Figures 54 and 55.
Defects awaiting Build 2 = INTEG(Defects completing Build 1 rate
-Defects completing Build 2 rate-Defects before B2 fix rate+
Defects intro before B2 rate,0)
- Defects
- Awaiting the pilot build.
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Figure 56 illustrates one change to the defect introduction rate for defects awaiting build 2.
To incorporate the "lobin" test, the formulation includes Lobin defects after B1, which is
determined by the number of design changes times the fraction of defects per design
introduced. The variable, Month of pulse or step, determines when the test occurs.
Designs added through the test are not added to the total number of designs accounted for
in the designs sector. Instead, only the defects that accompany the designs are included.
Defects intro before B2 rate = (Defects introduced per open issue fixed*
Open concern fix before B2 rate)+(Lobin defects after Bl*pulse(Month of pulse or step,l))
- Defects/Month
- Includes a "lobin" test.
Lobin defects after B1 = Lob in design changes after BI*
Total defects per design introduced
- Defects/Month
- Part of a policy test.
Month of pulse or step = 10000
- Months
- Used in the lobin test formulation.
Lob in design changes after B1 = 0
- Designs/Month
- Default value set to zero. Suggested test value is 200.
Defects before B2 fix rate = Open concern fix before B2 rate
- Defects/Month
- Fixing an open concem fixes a defect.
Defects completing Build 2 rate = Frac designs in Build 2 with defects*
Designs completing Build 2 rate
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow.
Frac designs in Build 2 with defects =zidz(Defects awaiting Build 2,
Designs awaiting Build 2)
- Defects/Design
- Identical structure to the other builds. Zidz means zero if division by zero, and is necessary
because designs can reach zero.
The following structure has no diagram, because it is mostly analogous to the structure
shown in Figure 55.
Defects awaiting Build 3 = INTEG(+Defects completing Build 2 rate
-Defects before B3 fix rate-Defects completing Build 3 rate+
Defects intro before B3 rate,0)
- Defects
- Awaiting the pre-production build.
Defects intro before B3 rate = Open concern fix before B3 rate*
Defects introduced per open issue fixed
- Defects/Month
- Identical structure to the other builds.
Defects before B3 fix rate =Open concern fix before B3 rate
- Defects/Month
- Fixing an open concern fixes a defect.
Defects completing Build 3 rate = Designs completing Build 3 rate*
Frac designs in Build 3 with defects
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow, driven by the movement of the designs.
Frac designs in Build 3 with defects = zidz(Defects awaiting Build 3,
Designs awaiting Build 3)
- Defects/Design
- Identical structure to the other builds. Zidz means zero if division by zero, and is necessary
because designs can reach zero.
The following structure has no diagram, because it is analogous to the structure shown in
Figure 55. For explanation and a diagram explaining the additional outflow from Defects
in designs completed, see Figure 57.5 and the accompanying text.
Defects in designs completed = INTEG(Defects completing Build 3 rate-
Defects completed launch rate-Defects compl fix rate+
Defects intro before launch rate-Defect containing before launch rate,0)
- Defects
- Defects in designs awaiting launch into production.
Defects intro before launch rate = Open concern fix before launch rate*
Defects introduced per open issue fixed
- Defects/Month
- Defects created while designs are awaiting launch.
Defects compl fix rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0,
Open concern fix before launch rate)
- Defects/Month
- The rate is set to zero when the discrete "flush" of designs from the
current year to the production year happens, so the stock does not go negative.
Defects completed launch rate =Frac designs completed with defects*
Designs completed launch rate
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow.
Frac designs completed with defects = zidz(Defects in designs completed,
Designs Completed)
- Defects/Design
- Identical structure to the other builds. Zidz means zero if division by zero, and is necessary
because designs can reach zero.
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Defects in production increase in two ways. Defects enter production, and rework changes
introduce new defects. They decrease in three ways. Engineers fix them, engineers
contain them, and they retire out of the system. The initial value corresponds to the
equilibrium condition when 25% of parts and prints are mismatched.
Defects in production = INTEG(Defects completed launch rate-
Defects in prod fix rate-Defects retirement rate-Defects in production containment rate+
Defects intro during prod rate,Initial defects in production)
- Defects
- This stock does not include contained defects. Includes defects built up over years of
operation.
Initial defects in production = 260
- Defects
- Equilibrium condition based on 25% of designs mismatched.
Defects retirement rate =Frac designs in prod with defects*
Designs retirement rate
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow. Defects leaving the system as designs leave.
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The rate of fixing defects in production includes the structure shown in previous,
analogous, equations -- fixing open concern fixes defects. The rate additionally includes
active fixing of defects, as part of a policy test. For the test, the fix rate is changed from
the base fix rate to a test rate at a certain month. The test lasts the number of months
indicated by the duration of the test. The rate of fixing is limited by the number of defects
in the stock, by way of the Effect of defects on fix rate. Such an effect is necessary for two
reasons. First, fixing gets more difficult the fewer defects there are. Second, if there are
no defects, fixing is impossible.
The model assumes no constraint on resources, so time spent by engineers running builds,
discovering defects, or fixing mismatches will not effect time spent fixing defects.
Defects in prod fix rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0,
Open concern fix during prod rate)+Active fix defects rate
- Defects/Month
- Fixing an open concern fixes a defect. The rate is set to zero when the discrete "flush" of
designs from the production year to be retired happens, so the stock does not go negative.
Active fix defects rate = Base active fix defects rate +
(pulse(Month to change fix defects rate, Duration of fix defects test)*
Test active fix defects rate*
Effect of defects on fix rate)
- Defects/Month
- Active fix rate is for testing.
Base active fix defects rate = 0
- Defects/Month
- No active effort to fix defects.
Test active fix defects rate = 0
- Defects/Month
- Not changed for model runs in the paper.
Effect of defects on fix rate = Effect of defects on fix rate f(Defects in production)
- dimensionless
- First order control.
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The effect of defects on the rate of fixing defects is operationalized as the function shown
above. The domain of the function is the interval between 0 and 500, and represents the
number of mismatches. As the number of defects falls below 250 (the initial value is 260),
fixing defects has less and less effectiveness. When there are only 25 defects left, they are
so difficult to find and fix that the effect is 0.
Effect of defects on fix rate f ([(0,0)-(500,1)1,(0,0),(25,0)
,(100,0.75),(200,1),(500,1))
- dimensionless
- Fixing gets more difficult the fewer defects there are. Eventually,
if there aren't defects, you can't fix them.
Duration of fix defects test = 0
- Months
- Value to be changed with testing.
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Month to change fix defects rate = 10000
- Months
- Set so high so that the test doesn't happen in base model runs.
Defects intro during prod rate = Defects introduced per open issue fixed*
Open concern fix during prod rate
- Defects/Month
- Defects introduced because of rework design changes.
Frac designs in prod with defects = zidz(Defects in production,
Designs in production)
- Defects/Design
- Part of a coflow. Zidz means zero if division by zero, and is necessary because designs can
reach zero.
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Containing defects before launch increases the number of contained defects in designs
completed. Containing defects is driven by the rate of containing open concerns. The rate
is set to zero when the defects flush into production, so the stock does not go negative.
The launch rate of contained defects is determined by the rate of launching designs, in a co-
flow structure explained previously.
Contained defects in designs completed = INTEG(Defect containing before launch rate
-Defects contained launch rate,0)
- Defects
- Contained defects awaiting launch
Defect containing before launch rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0,
Open concern contained before launch rate)
- Defects/Month
Defects contained launch rate = Designs completed launch rate*
Frac designs completed with contained defects
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow.
Frac designs completed with contained defects = zidz(Contained defects in designs completed,
Designs Completed)
- Defects/Design
- Part of a coflow. Zidz means zero if division by zero, and is necessary because designs can
reach zero.
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Contained defects in production increase in two ways. Defects that were already contained
enter production (driven by the containing of open concerns), or defects that had already
entered production get contained. The stock decreases in two ways. People fix the
contained defects (as described more extensively in the text accompanying Figure 58), or
they retire. The retirement rate is determined by the retirement of designs, in a co-flow
structure explained previously. The initial number of contained defects is based on the
equilibrium conditions corresponding to 25% mismatches.
Contained defects in production = INTEG(Defects contained launch rate
+Defects in production containment rate-Contained defects retirement rate-
Contained defects fix rate,Initial contained defects in production)
- Defects
- Contained defects built up over years of production.
Initial contained defects in production = 2235
~ Defects
- Based on the equilibrium conditions corresponding to 25% mismatches.
Defects in production containment rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0,
Open concern contained during prod rate)
- Defects/Month
- The rate is set to zero when the discrete "flush" of designs from the production year to be
retired happens, so the stock does not go negative.
Contained defects retirement rate = Designs retirement rate*
Frac designs in prod with contained defects
- Defects/Month
- As designs are retired, contained defects are retired too, at a rate proportional to their
fraction within the designs.
Frac designs in prod with contained defects = zidz(Contained defects in production,
Designs in production)
- Defects/Design
- Part of a coflow. Zidz means zero if division by zero. The structure is necessary because
designs can reach zero.
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The outflow rate of contained defects includes active fixing of defects, as part of a policy
test. For the test, the fix rate is changed from the base fix rate to a test rate at a certain
month. The test lasts the number of months indicated by the duration of the test. The rate
of fixing is limited by the number of defects in the stock, by way of the Effect of contained
defects in production on fix rate. Such an effect is necessary for two reasons. First, fixing
gets more difficult the fewer defects there are. Second, if there are no defects, fixing is
impossible.
The model assumes no constraint on resources, so time spent by engineers running builds,
discovering defects, or fixing mismatches will not effect time spent fixing contained
defects.
Contained defects fix rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,O,
Indicated contained defects fix rate)
- Defects/Month
- The rate is set to zero when the discrete "flush" of designs from the production year to be
retired happens, so the stock does not go negative.
Indicated contained defects fix rate = Base fix contained defects rate +(pulse(Month to change fix contained defects rate, Duration of contained fix test)*
Test fix contained defects rate*Effect of contained defects in production on fix rate)
- Defects/Month
- Pulse structure allows for the Fix Contained Defects policy test.
Effect of contained defects in production on fix rate =
Effect of contained defects in production on fix rate f(Contained defects in production)
- dimensionless
- This structure ensures that the stock does not go negative. That is, there will be no fixing if
there are no contained defects.
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The effect of contained defects on the rate of fixing contained defects is operationalized as
the function shown above. The domain of the function is the interval between 0 and 4000,
and represents the number of contained defects. As the number of contained defects falls
below 2000 (the initial value is 2235), fixing defects has less and less effectiveness. When
there are only 250 contained defects left, they are so difficult to find and fix that the effect is
0.
Effect of contained defects in production on fix rate f ([(0,0)-(4000,1 )],(0,0),(250,0),(500,0.2),(750,0.8),(1000,0.95)
,(2000,1),(4000,1))
- dimensionless
- Fixing gets more difficult as there are fewer defects to fix, because they will be
more diffuse.
Duration of contained fix test = 36
- Months
- Value to be changed in the test runs.
Base fix contained defects rate = 0
- Defects/Month
- No active fixing in the base run.
Test fix contained defects rate = 20
- Defects/Month
- Rough estimate. Value to be changed in the test runs.
Month to change fix contained defects rate = 10000
- Months
- Value to be changed in the test runs.
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The purpose of this structure is to determine the quality metric, Post audit warranty defects
per design. The number of warranty defects produced is the sum of defects from contained
defects and defects from normal defects. The first type of defects is determined by the
number of contained defects in production and the number of warranty defects introduced
per contained defect. The second type is more straightforward -- there is implicitly one
warranty defect for every defect in production. Dividing the defects by the number of
designs gives a fraction of warranty defects per design. The model assumes that some of
the defects (particularly those around launch) will be discovered and repaired before
shipment, so the number of defects are "smoothed," removing the initial spike.
Post audit warranty defects per design = SMOOTH(Warranty defects per design,4)
- Defects/Design
- The quality metric. The smooth eliminates the extreme spikiness of quality around launch
and represents the fixing of many defects in the first weeks of the production year.
Warranty defects produced = Warranty defects from contained defects+
Defects in production
- Defects
- Two sources of warranty defects
Warranty defects per design = zidz(Warranty defects produced,
Designs in production)
- Defects/Design
- Zidz means zero if division by zero. The structure is necessary because designs can reach
zero.
Warranty defects from contained defects =Contained defects in production*
Warranty defects per contained defect in production
- Defects
Warranty defects per contained defect in production = 0.05
- dimensionless
- Twenty contained defects have the same quality effect at 1 defect. This parameter is varied in
sensitivity tests.
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The purpose of this structure is determine the cumulative warranty defects in the field. The
creation rate is determined by the number of units produced per month times warranty
defects per unit. Warranty defects per unit is determined by the number of warranty defects
per design times the number of designs per unit. The model assumes no retirement of
products in the field.
Cumulative warranty defects in the field = INTEG(Warranty defect creation rate,0)
- Defects
- Measurement of total defects in shipped products.
Warranty defect creation rate = Warranty defects per unit*Units produced per month
- Defects/Month
Designs per unit = 100
- Designs/Unit
- Rough estimate.
Units produced per month = 10000
- Designs/Unit
- Rough estimate.
Warranty defects per unit = Warranty defects per design*Designs per unit
- Defects/Unit
Open Concerns
The purpose of this sector is to track open concerns (or "discovered defects") through the
various stages in the three year cycle. These open concerns are specific to ones that could
cause warranty problems or customer satisfaction problems down the line.
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The purpose of Figure 61 shown above is to provide a broad overview of the sector.
Similar to designs and defects, open concerns are introduced, move from the advanced year
to the current year, pass through each of the builds, enter production, and retire away.
Multiple other inflows and outflows are not shown in this diagram.
Like defects, this chain of stocks is driven by the flow of designs, using a coflow
structure. For an example, see Figure 51.5.
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The open concern intro rate is determined by the design introduction rate and the number of
open concerns for every design introduced. The number of open concerns per design is
determined by the defects per design introduced and the open concerns per defect
introduced. The latter variable is greater than zero only if design engineering knows of
some defects before any testing occurs.
Open concern intro rate = Design intro rate*Open concerns per design introduced
- Defects/Month
- Introduction is driven by introduction of designs.
Open concerns per design introduced = Total defects per design introduced*
Open concerns per defect introduced
- Defects/Design
Open concerns per defect introduced = 0
- dimensionless
- Open concerns are not created until someone discovers a defect.
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The structure shown in Figure 63 regulates the number of open concerns in the advanced
year. As shown in earlier formulations, the horizontal introduction inflow and the outflow
to the current year are both driven with a coflow structure by the flow of designs through
the various stages. The structure in the top left of Figure 63 governing the outflow, Open
concerns entering current year rate, is similar in structure to the formulations in Figure
51.5. The outflow rate of open concerns is equal to the outflow rate of designs times the
fraction of open concerns per design.
The vertical outflow rate is driven by the rate of fixing open concerns. Fixing open
concerns is formulated as a simple first order drain. The rate is the number of open
concerns in the stock divided by the average time to fix an open concern. The model makes
a strong assumption about resources that impacts this formulation. The model does not
account for resources, so other engineering activities such as running builds and
discovering defects do not impact the rate of fixing open concerns. Nor does time fixing
open concerns impact other activities.
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During the model year change, the fix rate is set to zero because the discrete flush of defects
out of the stock will empty the entire stock in one time step. Any additional outflow such
as through fixing would send the stock negative.
The vertical introduction rate is driven by discovery of defects in the builds. The defects
that could be potentially discovered in any build is the number that are present during a
build minus the number that engineers already know about. The number actually
discovered is determined by the potential discovery rate times how effective the
organization is at discovering defects in the build.
The structure explained here is analogous for the subsequent stocks. Thus, diagrams will
not be shown. Because defect discovery in the advanced year is formulated similar to the
other builds, discovery happens in the short period of time when defects are entering the
advanced year. Discovery does not happen gradually over the first few months, as one
might see in the real world.
Open concerns in advanced year = INTEG(Open concern intro rate
-Open concerns entering current yr rate+Open concern disc in adv yr rate-
Open concern fix during adv yr rate,0)
- Defects
- This stock represents all the defects that are known during the time between
24 months before launch and 12 months before launch.
Open concern disc in adv yr rate =Potential defect discovery rate in upfront testing*
Effectiveness of defect discovery in upfront testing
- Defects/Month
- The discovery rate is a function of how many defects could be discovered and
the effectiveness of discovery.
Potential defect discovery rate in upfront testing = Defect intro rate-Open concern intro rate
- Defects/Month
- One cannot discover defects that have already been discovered.
Open concern fix during adv yr rate =if then else (Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0,Open concerns in advanced year/
Time to fix open concern in adv)
- Defects/Month
- Similar to other structures, the rate is set to zero during the "flush."
Time to fix open concern in adv = 1
- Months
- Time to fix is shorter in the advanced year because most of the discovery happens in
design engineering and does not require communication between areas like the fixing that
happens later in the year.
Open concerns entering current yr rate = Designs entering current year rate*
Frac designs in adv yr with open concerns
- Defects/Month
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- Part of a coflow.
Frac designs in adv yr with open concems = zidz(Open concerns in advanced year,
Designs in advanced year)
- Defects/Design
- Part of a coflow. Zidz means zero if division by zero. The structure is necessary because
designs can reach zero.
The following structure has a set of equations that are analogous to the ones depicted in the
Figure 63. Thus, the diagram has not been replicated here.
Open concerns awaiting Build 1 = INTEG(Open concern disc before B1 rate+
Open concerns entering current yr rate-Open concern fix before B1 rate-
Open concerns completing B1 rate,0)
- Defects
- Open concerns that have not yet been fixed, that are awaiting the first build.
Open concern disc before B1 rate = Potential defect discovery rate in current year arrival*
Effectiveness of defect discovery in current year arrival
- Defects/Month
- Rate of discovery.
Effectiveness of defect discovery in current year arrival = 0
- dimensionless
- Some defects could be discovered without testing, when the designs arrive in
manufacturing. Set to zero in the base run.
Potential defect discovery rate in current year arrival = Defects entering current yr rate-
Open concerns entering current yr rate
- Defects/Month
- One cannot discover defects that have already been discovered.
Open concern fix before B1 rate = Open concerns awaiting Build 1/
Time to fix open concern aw B1
- Defects/Month
- Formulated as a draining function.
Time to fix open concern aw B1 = 3
- Months
- Time includes documentation of the change, delivering the change to design engineering,
assigning someone to complete the change, completing the change, upfront mockup testing of
the change, documenting the change and delivery of the results back to manufacturing.
Open concerns completing B1 rate = Frac designs aw B1 with open concerns*
Designs completing Build 1 rate
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow.
Frac designs aw B1 with open concerns =zidz(Open concerns awaiting Build 1,
Designs awaiting Build 1)
- Defects/Design
- Part of the coflow structure. Zidz means zero if division by zero. The structure is necessary
because designs can reach zero.
The following structure has a set of equations that are analogous to the ones depicted in the
Figure 63. Thus, the diagram has not been replicated here.
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Open concerns awaiting Build 2 = INTEG(Open concern disc in B1 rate
+Open concerns completing B1 rate-Open concern fix before B2 rate
-Open concerns completing B2 rate,0)
- Defects
- Open concerns that have not yet been fixed, that are awaiting the second build.
Open concern disc in B1 rate = Effectiveness of defect discovery in Build 1*
Potential defect discovery rate in Build 1
- Defects/Month
- They discover the number of undiscovered defects times the fraction they discover in the
build.
Potential defect discovery rate in Build 1 =
Defects completing Build 1 rate-
Open concerns completing B1 rate
- Defects/Month
- One cannot discover defects that have already been discovered.
Effectiveness of defect discovery in Build 1 = 0.6
- dimensionless
- Rough estimate.
Open concern fix before B2 rate = Open concerns awaiting Build 2/
Time to fix open concern aw B2
- Defects/Month
- Formulated as a draining function.
Time to fix open concern aw B2 =3
- Months
- Time includes documentation of the change, delivering the change to design engineering,
assigning someone to complete the change, completing the change, upfront mockup testing of
the change, documenting the change and delivery of the results back to manufacturing.
Frac designs aw B2 with open concerns = zidz(Open concerns awaiting Build 2,
Designs awaiting Build 2)
- Defects/Design
- Zidz means zero if division by zero. The structure is necessary because designs can reach
zero.
Potential defect discovery rate in B2 = Defects completing Build 2 rate-
Open concerns completing B2 rate
- Defects/Month
- One cannot discover defects that have already been discovered.
Effectiveness of defect discovery in Build 2 =
Default effectiveness of defect discovery in Build 2
- dimensionless
- Intermediary variable allows for the changing of the effectiveness.
Default effectiveness of defect discovery in Build 2 = 0.6
- dimensionless
- Rough estimate. Same as other builds.
Open concerns completing B2 rate = Designs completing Build 2 rate*
Frac designs aw B2 with open concerns
- Defects/Month
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- Part of a coflow
The following structure has a set of equations that are analogous to the ones depicted in the
Figure 63. Thus, the diagram has not been replicated here.
Open concerns awaiting Build 3 = INTEG(Open concern disc in B2 rate
+Open concerns completing B2 rate-Open concern fix before B3 rate
-Open concerns completing B3 rate,0)
- Defects
- Open concerns that have not yet been fixed, that are awaiting the third build.
Open concern disc in B2 rate =Potential defect discovery rate in B2*
Effectiveness of defect discovery in Build 2
- Defects/Month
- They discover the number of undiscovered defects times the fraction they discover in the
build.
Open concern fix before B3 rate = Open concerns awaiting Build 3/
Time to fix open concern aw B3
- Defects/Month
- Formulated as a draining function.
Time to fix open concern aw B3 = 3
- Months
- Time includes documentation of the change, delivering the change to design engineering,
assigning someone to complete the change, completing the change, upfront mockup testing of
the change, documenting the change and delivery of the results back to manufacturing.
Open concerns completing B3 rate = Designs completing Build 3 rate*
Frac designs aw B3 with open concerns
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow.
Frac designs aw B3 with open concerns = zidz(Open concerns awaiting Build 3,
Designs awaiting Build 3)
- Defects/Design
- Zidz means zero if division by zero. The structure is necessary because designs can reach
zero.
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Discovering open concerns in build 3 increases the number of open concerns in designs
completed. Discovery is formulated similarly to the discovery rate depicted in Figure 63.
Three rates decrease the stock. The first is the horizontal outflow, Open concerns launch
rate, and is formulated as part of a coflow structure as described earlier.
The top vertical outflow represents containing open concerns, and is a first order drain.
The rate is the number of open concerns divided by the time to contain a concern. During
the model year change, the rate is set to zero because the discrete flush of defects out of the
stock will empty the entire stock in one time step. Any additional outflow such as through
fixing would send the stock negative. The time to contain an open concern can be one of
two values, for testing. Usually set to the base time, during a test the value will change to
the post-freeze time at the specified implementation month.
The bottom vertical outflow represents fixing open concerns, and is analogous in structure
to containing open concerns, including the policy test structure.
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The times to fix and contain defects determine the emphasis placed on fixing vs.
containing. For example, in the base conditions, time to fix is longer than time to contain,
so more open concerns will be contained than fixed.
Open concerns in designs completed = INTEG(Open concern disc in B3 rate
+Open concerns completing B3 rate-Open concern fix before launch rate-
Open concern contained before launch rate
-Open concerns launch rate,0)
- Defects
- Open concerns awaiting launch.
Open concern contained before launch rate =if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0, Open concerns in designs completed/
Time to contain open concern before launch)
- Defects/Month
- The rate is set to zero when the discrete "flush" of designs from the
current year to the production year happens, so the stock does not go negative.
Time to contain open concern before launch = if then else (Time>
Month to implement containment freeze,Post freeze time to contain open concern before launch,
Base time to contain open concern before launch)
- Months
- Structure allows for the Less Containing policy test.
Base time to contain open concern before launch = 1
- Months
- Containing is faster than fixing, so this time is shorter than the fix time.
Post freeze time to contain open concern before launch = le+009
- Months
- This value will be changed in the policy tests.
Open concern fix before launch rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0,
Open concerns in designs completed/
Time to fix open concern before launch)
- Defects/Month
- The rate is set to zero when the discrete "flush" of designs from the
current year to the production year happens, so the stock does not go negative.
Time to fix open concern before launch =if then else (Time>
Month to implement containment freeze,Post freeze time to fix open concern before launch,
Base time to fix open concern before launch)
- Months
- Structure allows for the Less Containing policy test.
Base time to fix open concern before launch = 10
- Months
- Between build 3 and launch, more emphasis is placed on containing defects than on fixing,
so the time delay is long.
Post freeze time to fix open concern before launch = le+009
- Months
- Set to a high number so the structure is inactive unless used for a test.
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Open concern disc in B3 rate = Effectiveness of defect discovery in Build 3*
Potential defect discovery rate in B3
- Defects/Month
- They discover the number of undiscovered defects times the fraction they discover in the
build.
Potential defect discovery rate in B3 = Defects completing Build 3 rate-
Open concerns completing B3 rate
- Defects/Month
- One cannot discover defects that have already been discovered.
Effectiveness of defect discovery in Build 3 = 0.6
- dimensionless
~ Default setting is same as the other builds.
Open concerns launch rate = Frac designs completed with open concerns*
Designs completed launch rate
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow.
Frac designs completed with open concerns = zidz(Open concerns in designs completed,
Designs Completed)
- Defects/Design
- Part of a coflow. Zidz means zero if division by zero. The structure is necessary because
designs can reach zero.
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Open concerns in production increases as open concerns enter production. The launch rate
is determined by a co-flow structure described earlier. Discovering open concerns also
increases the stock. The formulation for discovery is described and shown in Figure 63
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and its supporting text. Three rates decrease the stock. Open concerns retire, again
determined by a co-flow structure. Fixing open concerns and containing open concerns
also decrease the stock. These two rates are first order drains with different draining times.
The structure is analogous to the structure depicted in Figure 64.
Open concerns in production = INTEG(Open concern disc during prod rate
+Open concerns launch rate-Open concern fix during prod rate-
Open concern retirement rate-Open concern contained during prod rate
,0)
~ Defects
~ Discovered defects in production.
Open concern disc during prod rate =Potential defects to discover in production*
Effectiveness of defect discovery in production
- Defects/Month
- They discover the number of undiscovered defects times the fraction they discover in the
build.
Potential defects to discover in production = Defects completed launch rate-
Open concerns launch rate
- Defects
- They cannot discover defects that have already been discovered.
Open concern fix during prod rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0,Open concerns in production/
Time to fix open concern during prod)
- Defects/Month
~ The rate is set to zero when the discrete "flush" of designs from the
current year to the production year happens, so the stock does not go negative.
Time to fix open concern during prod = if then else (Time>
Month to implement containment freeze,Post freeze time to fix open concern during prod,
Base time to fix open concern during prod)
- Months
- Structure allows for the Less Containing policy test.
Base time to fix open concern during prod = 10
~ Months
- There is less fixing and more containing during production.
Post freeze time to fix open concern during prod = le+009
~ Months
- Part of the Less Containing policy test.
Time to discover defect in production = 6
- Months
- Formulated differently than the other defect discovery structures. Once
in production, defects will be discovered slowly.
Effectiveness of defect discovery in production = 0.7
- dimensionless
- A greater percentage (but not all) of defects will be discovered in production than in the
builds.
Open concern contained during prod rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,0,
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Open concerns in production/Time to contain open concern during prod)
- Defects/Month
- The rate is set to zero when the discrete "flush" of designs from the
current year to the production year happens, so the stock does not go negative.
Time to contain open concern during prod = if then else (Time>
Month to implement containment freeze,Post freeze time to contain open concern during prod,
Base time to contain open concern during prod)
~ Month
- Structure allows for the Less Containing policy test.
Base time to contain open concern during prod = 1
- Months
~ Discovered defects in production are quickly contained.
Post freeze time to contain open concern during prod = le+009
- Months
- A high number so the flow is inactive
Open concern retirement rate = Frac designs in prod with open concerns*
Designs retirement rate
- Defects/Month
- Part of a coflow.
Frac designs in prod with open concerns = zidz(Open concerns in production,
Designs in production)
- Defects/Design
- Part of a coflow. Zidz means zero if division by zero. The structure is necessary because
designs can reach zero.
Month to implement containment freeze = 10000
- Months
- Set so high so it never happens unless the test is run.
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Effectiveness of Early Discovery
Figure 66
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The purpose of this sector is to calculate the effectiveness of defect discovery in upfront
testing. A switch determines whether the value is set to a default value (10% of defects
discovered, a rough estimate), or to a dynamic variable, called the Indicated effectiveness.
The dynamic effectiveness is determined by a table function shown below. There are two
table functions, the normal one for base runs, and a test table function. A switch
determines which one is active. The input to the table function is the probability that
upfront testing of a design change involves a mismatch, which is determined by the fraction
of mismatches and the number of mating part connections for every design change.
Effectiveness of defect discovery in upfront testing =
(1-Switch for mismatch feedback to effectiveness of discovery)*
Default effectiveness of defect discovery in upfront testing+(Switch for mismatch feedback to effectiveness of discovery*
Indicated effectiveness of defect discovery in upfront testing)
- dimensionless
- Switch structure allows for the turning off loop R2.
Default effectiveness of defect discovery in upfront testing = 0.1
- dimensionless
- Rough estimate.
Probability that upfront testing of a design change involves a mismatch = min(0.9,
1 - ((1-Frac mismatches per design in production)^Connections per design intro))
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<Effect of mi
probabilit
effectivene
discover
- dimensionless
- Min structure ensures that the probability does not fail extreme
conditions testing. The structure comes from a basic probability equation for chance
an event happens given multiple opportunities.
Indicated effectiveness of defect discovery in upfront testing =(Switch for effectiveness table function*
Effect of mismatch probability on effectiveness of discovery f(Probability that upfront testing of a
design change involves a mismatch)) +
((1-Switch for effectiveness table function)*
Test effect of mismatch probability on effectiveness of discovery f(Probability that upfront testing
of a design change involves a mismatch))
- dimensionless
- Switch structure allows for the testing of two different table functions.
Switch for mismatch feedback to effectiveness of discovery = 1
- dimensionless
- Turns feedback on and off, for testing of loop strength. 1 is the base case.
BASE
Effect of mismatch probability on effectiveness of discovery f
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The effect of mismatch probability on the effectiveness of defect discovery with upfront
tools is operationalized as the function shown above. The domain of the function is the
interval between 0 and 1, and represents the probability that upfront testing of a design
change involves a mismatch. Between a 60% chance and a 100% chance, the
effectiveness of discovery is 10%. That is, engineers will find only 10% of the defects.
The value is based on a rough estimate. As the probability falls below 50%, effectiveness
increases sharply and then less so. Even with no chance of a mismatch, effectiveness does
not pass 85%.
Effect of mismatch probability on effectiveness of discovery f(
[(0,0)-(1,1)],(0,0.85),(0.2,0.75),(0.3,0.65),(0.4,0.45),(0.45,0.2)
,(0.5,0.14),(0.6,0.1),(0.75,0.1),(1,0.1) )
- dimensionless
- Table function shows a non-linear improvement in effectiveness once the probability of
encountering a mismatch while doing a design change reaches a certain level.
Switch for effectiveness table function = 1
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- dimensionless
~ Default condition uses the standard table function.
BASE
Test effect of mismatch probability on effectiveness of discovery f
.45
.3
.15
0
.25 .5 .75 1
In the test table function, effectiveness increases less suddenly, and reaches a lower
maximum than in the base case.
Test effect of mismatch probability on effectiveness of discovery f([(0,0)-(1,1)],(0,0.5),(0.13,0.45),(0.5,0.13),(0.6,0.1),(0.75,0.1)
,(1,0.1) )
- dimensionless
- This is the test version of the table function. Effectiveness increases
much more linearly, and not as much even with few mismatches.
Mismatches
This sector keeps track of the number of part/print mismatches in the system.
Figure 67
Mismatch
creation rate
Mismatch
retirement rate
Initial part and print
mismatches Mismatch
repair rate
Mismatches increase with creation and decrease with retirement and repair. The initial
value corresponds to a LaunchTech estimate of 20 - 30%.
Part and print mismatches = INTEG(Mismatch creation rate-Mismatch retirement rate
-Mismatch repair rate,Initial part and print mismatches)
- Designs
- Number of designs in production and testing for which the parts as produced do not match
the prints on file.
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Initial part and print mismatches = 2380
- Designs
- Close to 25% of designs mismatched initially.
Figure 68
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Creation of mismatches has four sources, outlined above.
Mismatch creation rate = Mismatch creation from containment+
Mismatch creation from concern fix documentation error+
Mismatch creation from pulse test+Mismatch creation from defects launched
- Designs/Month
- Four sources of mismatches.
Figure 69
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The first sources of mismatch creation is a pulse test. The structure shown above pulses in
or pulses out a certain number of mismatches, indicated by the pulse "size," in the month of
the test. Although the variable is called "creation," the rate can be negative.
Mismatch creation from pulse test = Mismatch pulse size*
pulse(Month of mismatch pulse,Mismatch pulse width)
- Designs/Month
- Structure allows for a base case test, in which mismatches are pulsed in or out.
Mismatch pulse size = 0
- Designs
- Number is increased for testing.
Mismatch pulse width = 1
~ Month
~ Mismatches pulsed in over one month.
Month of mismatch pulse = 10000
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- Months
- Set high so the test doesn't happen in the base case run.
Figure 70
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The second source of creation is containing defects. Mismatches created is determined by
the number of mismatches created for every defect contained times the rate of containment.
For containing a defect to create a mismatch, the contained defect must not be documented.
The fraction that are documented varies between two values: one, a default value, and two,
a test value which is part of the "More Documentation" policy test. Both values are rough
estimates based on interviews. The change between the values happens in a specific
month.
The model assumes that a mismatch in testing is not yet a mismatch to be counted. Only
when the mismatch is launched into production or created while in production does it
register in the model.
Mismatch creation from containment = Contained defects launched and contained in production
rate*Frac mismatches from containment not documented*Mismatches created per defect
contained
- Designs/Month
- For a mismatch to be created, the containing of a defect needs to both create a mismatch and
not be documented.
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Contained defects launched and contained in production rate = Defects contained launch
rate+Defects in production containment rate
- Defects/Month
Frac mismatches from containment not documented = if then else(Time>
Month to begin documentation change,
Test frac mismatches from containment not documented,
Default frac mismatches from containment not documented)
- dimensionless
- Structure allows for the More Documentation policy test.
Default frac mismatches from containment not documented = 0.9
- dimensionless
- Rough estimate.
Test frac mismatches from containment not documented = 0.1
- dimensionless
- Ambitious level.
Month to begin documentation change = le+009
- Months
- Set so high so it is inactive unless test is run.
Mismatches created per defect contained = 0.9
- Design/Defect
- Rough estimate.
Figure 71
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The third source of mismatch creation is documentation error. The creation rate is
determined by the rate of fixing open concerns and the fraction of them not documented
well enough to avoid a mismatch. The fraction varies between two values: one, a base
value, and two, a test value that is used in the month that the test begins.
An alternative formulation for this structure would explicitly capture the time delay between
someone submitting a design change and someone completing the design change, and the
resulting interval when a mismatch existed.
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Mismatch creation from concern fix documentation error =
Documentation error mismatches created per open concern fixed*
Total open concern fix before launch rate
- Designs/Month
- A source of mismatch creation, from design engineering not accurately or quickly
documenting their changes to designs.
Documentation error mismatches created per open concern fixed =
if then else (Time>Month to begin open concern fix doc change,
Test documentation error mismatches created per open concern fixed,
Base documentation error mismatches created per open concern fixed)
- Design/Defect
- Formulation allows for the More Documentation policy run.
Month to begin open concern fix doc change = 10000
- Months
- Set so high so the test is not employed in the base run.
Base documentation error mismatches created per open concern fixed = 0.1
- Design/Defect
- 10% of design changes create mismatches. rough estimate.
Test documentation error mismatches created per open concern fixed = 0
- Defects/Design
- perfect documentation.
Figure 72
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The fourth source of mismatch creation is defects entering production. Mismatches created
is determined by the total number of defects launched or created in production and the
number of mismatches created for every defect launched. The equation also includes the
fraction of the defects that are not documented, but the value will always be one -- the
defects are not discovered, and thus no one could document them.
Mismatch creation from defects launched = Defects launched and created in prod rate*
Frac mismatches from defects not documented*Mismatch created per defect launched
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- Designs/Month
Defects launched and created in prod rate = Defects completed launch rate+
Defects intro during prod rate
- Defects/Month
Frac mismatches from defects not documented = 1
- dimensionless
- These defects are not discovered, thus no one could document them.
Mismatch created per defect launched = 0.9
- Design/Defect
- rough estimate
Figure 73
<Designs in <Designs retirementproduction> rate>
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design in production
The first outflow of mismatches is the retirement rate. Similar to previous structures, it is
part of a coflow structure driven by the retirement of designs. The number of mismatches
that retire every year is equal to the number of designs that retire times the fraction of
designs that are mismatched. The model assumes an equal distribution of mismatches
across designs.
Mismatch retirement rate =Designs retirement rate*
Frac mismatches per design in production
- Designs/Month
- Part of a coflow.
Frac mismatches per design in production = zidz(Part and print mismatches,
Designs in production)
- dimensionless
- Part of a coflow.
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Figure 74
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The repair rate is determined by two other rates: changing print to match part and changing
part to match print. During the model year change, the repair rate is set to zero because the
discrete flush of defects out of the stock will empty the entire stock in one time step. Any
additional outflow such as through repairing would send the stock negative.
Mismatch repair rate = if then else(Months to launch=
Months before launch that model year changes,O,
Changing part to match print rate+
Changing print to match part rate)
- Designs/Month
- The rate is set to zero when the discrete "flush" of designs from the
current year to the production year happens, so the stock does not go negative.
Figure 75
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The rate of changing parts to match prints is determined by two main sources: from fixing
defects and from fixing contained defects. The rate driven by fixing defects is determined
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by two rates, defects fixed while in production and defects contained while in production.
For each of those defects, a number of parts will be changed to match their print. The
number changed to match is determined by the fraction created and fraction not
documented.
The rate of changing parts driven by fixing contained defects is determined by the contained
defect fix rate and the number of parts changed to match for every fix. The number
changed to match for every fix is simply the fraction of mismatches per contained defect.
The overall changing rate is also determined by the number of existing mismatches. If
there are few mismatches then the rate of fixing will fall. The structure is depicted in figure
76.
Changing part to match print rate = (Changing part to match from fixing contained defects+
Changing part to match from fixing defects)*Effect of mismatches on changing rate
- Designs/Month
- An alternative to changing print to match parts. Comes from fixing contained
defects. The inclusion of an "effect" ensures that mismatches will be fixed only when
there are mismatches present.
Changing part to match from fixing defects = (Defects in prod fix rate+
Defects in production containment rate)*Parts changed to match per defect fixed
- Designs/Month
- Fixing defects fixes mismatches.
Parts changed to match per defect fixed = Frac mismatches from defects not documented*
Mismatch created per defect launched
- Design/Defect
Changing part to match from fixing contained defects = Contained defects fix rate*
Parts changed to match per contained defect fixed
- Designs/Month
- Fixing contained defects fixes mismatches.
Parts changed to match per contained defect fixed = min(Mismatches per contained defect,1)
- Design/Defect
- This structure ensures that no more than one mismatch will be fixed per fixing
of a contained defect.
Mismatches per contained defect = Part and print mismatches/
Contained defects in production
- Design/Defect
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The effect of mismatches on the rate of fixing mismatches is operationalized as the function
shown above. The domain of the function is the interval between 0 and 4000, and
represents the number of mismatches. As the number of mismatches falls below 2000 (the
initial value is 2380), fixing mismatches has less and less effectiveness. When there are
only 250 mismatches left, they are so difficult to find that the effect is 0.
Effect of mismatches on changing rate = Effect of mismatches on changing rate f(Part and print
mismatches)
- dimensionless
Effect of mismatches on changing rate f ([(0,0)-(4000,1)],(0,0),(250,0),(500,0.2),(1000,0.8),(2000,1 ),(3000,1),(4000,1 ))
- dimensionless
- Table function -- as mismatches go to zero, the fixing rate goes to zero too.
Figure 76
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The second way of repairing a mismatch is by changing the print to match the part. The
rate is determined one of two values: the base rate, or the test rate. For a test, the rate
changes to the second rate in the indicated month, for a certain duration. The change rate is
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f
art rate
further determined by the effect of mismatches on the changing rate, because the rate of
fixing mismatches will fall as there are fewer mismatches. The table function is shown in
the previous section.
Changing print to match part rate = Indicated changing print to match part rate
- Designs/Month
- The second way a mismatch can be fixed, by changing the print to match how the part is
actually being produced.
Indicated changing print to match part rate = Base changing print to match part rate+(pulse(Month to alter changing print to match part rate,Duration of mismatch fix test)*
Test changing print to match part rate*Effect of mismatches on changing rate)
- Designs/Month
- This structure allows for the Fix Mismatches policy test.
Base changing print to match part rate = 0
- Designs/Month
- Turned on for a test.
Duration of mismatch fix test = 36
- Months
- For test. Rough estimate.
Test changing print to match part rate = 20
- Designs/Month
- Rough estimate.
Month to alter changing print to match part rate = 10000
- Months
- Set so high so it never happens unless explicitly tested.
Totals
This sector totals the stocks and flows into aggregate numbers. The primary outputs are
total defects (of both types) and total open concerns (both types). Because the equations
are simple to understand and merely handle accounting, diagrams are not provided.
Total containment rate = Open concern contained before launch rate +
Open concern contained during prod rate
- Defects/Month
Total defects in production = Contained defects in production+Defects in production
- Defects
Frac total defects in designs in production = zidz(Total defects in production,
Designs in production)
- Defects/Design
Total current mating part defect intro rate = Defects intro before B1 rate+
Defects intro before B2 rate+Defects intro before B3 rate+Defects intro before launch rate
- Defects/Month
Total current open concerns = Open concerns awaiting Build 1+
Open concerns awaiting Build 2+Open concerns awaiting Build 3+
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Open concerns in designs completed
- Defects
- Current means the year before launch.
Total open concern fix rate = Open concern fix during prod rate+
Total open concern fix before launch rate
- Defects/Month
Total current defects = Defects awaiting Build 1+Defects awaiting Build 2+
Defects awaiting Build 3+
Defects in designs completed
- Defects
Total open concern discovery rate = Open concern disc before B1 rate+
Open concern disc during prod rate+Open concern disc in B1 rate+
Open concern disc in B2 rate+Open concern disc in B3 rate
- Defects/Month
Total Defect intro during year rate = Defects intro before B1 rate+
Defects intro before B2 rate+Defects intro before B3 rate+
Defects intro before launch rate+Defects intro during prod rate
- Defects/Month
Total open concern fix before launch rate = Open concern fix before B1 rate+
Open concern fix before B2 rate+Open concern fix before B3 rate+
Open concern fix before launch rate
- Defects/Month
Total current designs = Designs awaiting Build 1+Designs awaiting Build 2+Designs awaiting Build
3+Designs Completed
- Designs
Simulation Control Parameters
FINAL TIME = 400
- Month
- The final time for the simulation.
INITIAL TIME = 0
- Month
- The initial time for the simulation.
SAVEPER = 1
- Month
- The frequency with which output is stored.
TIME STEP = 0.00390625
- Month
- The time step for the simulation. So small because the discrete "flush" structures make the
model prone to dt error.
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